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Abstract

We live in an increasingly ageing population where people are living longer,

but quality of life is not keeping up with increased lifespan. Concerns

contributing to poor health in ageing include cognitive impairment and

frailty driven by neurodegeneration and declining musculoskeletal health.

Inactivity is also a significant driver of poor health in ageing and this may

divulge important mechanisms of age-related decline. This thesis aims to

differentiate whether activity in ageing impacts on physiological responses

by studying trained and untrained individuals.

Lifelong highly active male cyclists (Older Trained, OT), age-matched

healthy older untrained (OU) males and young untrained (YU) males par-

ticipants underwent cognitive and physiological tests, and MRI structural

and functional scans of the muscle, heart and brain. Brain and heart

functional measures were collected at rest, during supine exercise using a

Ergospect Cardio-Step module, and during a recovery period post-exercise.

A semi-automatic muscle segmentation method was developed to extract

measures of leg muscle volume and fat fraction from wholebody mDIXON

MRI scans. In general age was the primary driver of differences found

rather than training.

In the muscle, lower muscle strength was associated with older age. Addi-

tionally, the older untrained (OU) had greater fat percentages within their

calf muscles than the young untrained (YU). The OT group were more sim-

ilar to the YU group than the OU group in muscle quality during isokinetic

contractions.

For cardiac measures, peak heartrate during the VO2 test, aortic stroke

volume and stroke distance were all lower in the OT and OU groups. Aortic

stroke volume was higher in the older OT and OU groups than the YU

group during supine exercise. Heartrate increased during exercise in all

participants, but for the YU group this was the primary driver of their
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increase in cardiac output with no increase in stroke volume, whereas the

older OT and OU groups compensated for lower increases in heartrate

with concurrent increases in stroke volume. Aortic backflow was greater in

older groups at rest, without increased aortic stiffening, suggesting greater

peripheral vasculature resistance in the older groups.

In the brain measures, gmCBF at baseline and cerebral vessel velocity

at both baseline and during supine exercise were lower with age. OEF

was higher in the OU group than YU group. As expected, white matter,

cortical and subcortical grey matter volume, as well as cortical thickness

were lower in the older groups than the young group. Modest correlations

existed between cerebral velocity during supine exercise and cortical and

sub-cortical grey matter, white matter and cortical thickness. Structural

connectivity measured was greater in the young than older groups, along

with the cognitive scores from the MOCA and Trail A tests.

Some effects of a long term high physical activity were seen, where the OT

group were more similar to the YU group than the OU group. This lifestyle

effect was exhibited in maintained muscle quality during isokinetic contrac-

tions, higher VO2peaks, and greater velocity of cerebral blood flow at rest.

All of the older volunteers in this thesis were non-frail, non-sedentary and

healthy, and therefore differences of activity levels may not have been large

enough to reveal significant impacts of a highly active lifestyle in a small

sample size. Future work will increase the sample size, examine more dif-

ferentiated groups or introduce an intervention and improve acquisition

techniques for better data quality.
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Impact of COVID-19

The original thesis was to investigate the impact of life-long exercise on

the ageing phenotype using physiology measures and MR imaging, in three

groups of participants in an older age range (70-80 years old); sedentary

participants, master cyclists and master sprinters. For all participants the

study comprised a multi-day, multi-site visit. This involved a screening

visit to test for eligibility and safety, one day of exercise, strength and cog-

nitive testing in the David Greenfield Human Physiology Unit (DGHPU)

in Queen’s Medical Centre (QMC), and one day divided between the MRI

facilities of the Sir Peter Mansfield Imaging centre (SPMIC) at University

of Nottingham University Park Campus and the School of Life Sciences

building at Royal Derby Hospital. In the case of the majority of the cy-

clists and the one sprinter recruited, the study involved travelling in from

another city and staying in a hotel overnight.

COVID-19 restrictions meant no study visits could take place from mid-

March 2020 until May 2021, a time period of 13 months without being

able to recruit any new participants to this work. At the time of lock-

down, two participants were scheduled for the week the University shut

down, with one further participant who was scheduled to take part later

in the month. When restarting the study as restrictions were being re-

duced, there were strong ethical concerns about older vulnerable groups

taking part and exercise protocols were slower to resume than others due

to concerns with aerosol generation. As a result of COVID-19, the ma-

jority of one group (endurance cyclists) were recruited before March 2020,

but only one participant in the OU group had completed the study at this

time. Of the additional comparison group composed of master sprinters,

only one participant had already recruited pre-COVID-19, so recruitment

of this group was suspended in an effort to focus on completing the master

cyclist (older trained) and age-matched control (older untrained) datasets.

After COVID-19 restart, a group of younger (18-30 years) untrained (YU)
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participants were recruited instead, allowing for a comparison across age

and in a group that was easier to recruit and did not require hotel stays.

During the time of the COVID-19 lockdown, the thesis was expanded to

include analysis of the data (muscle and fat composition) in other partici-

pant groups that had been collected pre-lockdown (Irritable Bowel Disease,

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease), or that were priority projects and

went ahead earlier (Post-COVID-19), this work is presented in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Ageing and exercise

We live in an increasingly ageing population. In the United Kingdom,

The Office for National Statistics show that in 50 years the number of

people aged 65 and over will increase by 8.6 million and a quarter of all

children born today will live to 100. twenty five% of the population is over

60 years old. People are living longer, but quality of life is not keeping

up with increased lifespan. After the age of 65, it is expected that this

population will spend half of their remaining lives in poor health, with the

proportion increasing with life expectancy [1]. Concerns contributing to

poor health in ageing include cognitive impairment and frailty driven by

neurodegeneration and declining musculoskeletal health.

At present, it is not clear how much of this perceived age-related poor health

is due to a chronological ageing process and how much may be attributed

to lifestyle change, in the context of this thesis decreased habitual physical

activity levels. The World Health Organisation rank inactivity in the top 5
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1.1. AGEING AND EXERCISE

of leading risk factors for chronic disease and global mortality, and attribute

5.5% of deaths to sedentary behaviour [2]. In the United Kingdom, 47%

of men over 70 years old are classified as being inactive, defined less than

150 minutes of activity a week [3].

Muscle mass and neuromuscular function decline with age, yielding deficits

in muscle strength, motor control, balance and gait [4]. Fat infiltration

within muscle also impacts muscle function, correlated to gait speed, grip

strength, and muscle power measured by isokinetic knee extension, and

has been found to be accelerated in ageing [5]. However, high levels of

habitual physical activity slow muscle volume loss [6] and intermuscular

adipose tissue infiltration [7].

Cardiorespiratory fitness as measured by maximum oxygen uptake (VO2max)

is considered one of the best predictors for all-cause mortality [8] and de-

creases with chronological age [9]. High levels of physical activity mitigate

this change, with an exercise training intervention increasing V O2peak [10].

Cardiac function has been shown to change with chronological ageing, with

lower cardiac output driven by smaller stroke volumes [11]. With high lev-

els of physical activity, these changes in stroke volume can be mitigated

[12].

Changes in brain structure and function thought to be attributable to

chronological ageing processes have been associated with decreased habit-

ual physical activity levels by both our [13] and other research groups.

Inactivity in ageing has been linked to a decrease in cerebral blood flow

(CBF) [14] and the onset of neurodegenerative disease [15]. Structural

changes associated with physical inactivity include decreases in grey mat-

ter volume [16] and hippocampal volume [17]. Greater plasticity and

adaptability of the brain and slowed cognitive decline have been associated
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1.2. AIMS OF THIS THESIS

with greater physical activity [18, 19]. Despite the benefits that have been

shown to be associated with physical activity and ageing, the mechanisms

that may blunt or prevent decline are poorly understood and requires fur-

ther research.

1.2 Aims of this thesis

The overarching aim of this study is to understand the effects of lifelong

high levels of habitual physical activity on age-related differences to the

structure and function of the body, to help identify structural and func-

tional organ level physiological characteristics attributable to ageing from

those due to inactivity. To achieve this, lifelong highly active male cyclists,

termed the ’older trained’ (OT) group in this thesis, age-matched healthy

older untrained (OU) males and young untrained (YU) males are studied.

Participants underwent physiological tests and MR scans at rest, during

supine exercise using a Ergospect Cardio-Step module, and during a recov-

ery period post-exercise. MRI provides a powerful tool to investigate many

acute and chronic physiological changes and adaptations within the body,

including quantification of dynamic and structural changes. To understand

the effects of lifelong high levels of physical activity on age-related changes,

MRI measures of the brain (segmented volumes, connectivity, lesions, ves-

sel structure, blood flow and oxygenation), heart (including stroke volume,

aortic velocity and cardiac output), and muscle (whole body skeletal mus-

cle and fat composition) are collected. Functional measures of cerebral

blood flow and cerebral oxygen extraction fraction and cardiac measures

are collected at three timepoints: before, during, and immediately after

supine exercise. Measuring these changes during acute exercise and recov-

ery allows the investigation of traits not manifested in the low physiological
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1.3. THESIS OVERVIEW

stress resting state. Additional cardiovascular fitness, strength, motor con-

trol and cognitive measures were also taken outside the MR scanner.

Hypothesis: Many factors considered part of the normal chronological

ageing process may in reality be as much or more a function of age-related

declines in habitual physical activity levels that often accompanies ageing.

We hypothesise people who have maintained high levels of habitual physical

activity may exhibit a number of physiological and structural characteris-

tics closer to a younger group of untrained volunteers than an age-matched

untrained group of volunteers. These characteristics will manifest across a

number of organ systems (brain, cardiac, and muscle investigated in this

thesis) at rest and during acute exercise stress.

The mechanism by which decreased brain atrophy in the highly physically

active takes place is likely related to blood flow and oxygenation supply to

the brain, so we also hypothesise increased cerebral blood flow alongside

higher cardiac output will occur in the YU and OT groups. Greater blood

flow and oxygenation in the brain may slow neurodegeneration, with greater

structural volumes and cognitive scores in the older trained (OT) than older

untrained (OU) individuals.

1.3 Thesis overview

Chapter Two of this thesis explains the theoretical principles behind

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), including an explanation of K-space

and MR relaxation times. Image acquisition techniques used in this thesis

are outlined including 2D echo-planar imaging (EPI), Phase Contrast MRI

(PC-MRI), T2 relaxation-under-spin-tagging (TRUST), multipoint DIXON
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1.3. THESIS OVERVIEW

(mDIXON), Magnetization Prepared Rapid Acquisition of Gradient Echo

(MPRAGE), T2 weighted FLuid Attenduated Inversion Recovery sequence

(T2-FLAIR) and Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI).

Chapter Three describes the methods development to enable use of the

Cardio-Step to conduct VO2peak testing and for performing supine exercise

in the MR scanner. It also details the full study protocol and MR scans

acquired for work described in the following chapters within this thesis.

In Chapter Four a semi-automatic pipeline to segment calf and thigh

muscle volumes and muscle fat fraction from an mDIXON scan is imple-

mented. Results are compared to other leg volume measure tools including

manually drawing regions of interest (ROIs) and machine learning, as well

as being contrasted to the alternative method of Dual X-Ray absorptiom-

etry (DEXA).

In Chapter Five, leg muscle volumes and muscle fat fractions are com-

pared in the OT, OU and YU groups. In addition, other measures of

physical function are considered, including muscle strength and work done.

Motor control measures consisting of motor unit firing and balance are also

measured and results are discussed.

Chapter Six explores the cardiorespiratory response of the OT, OU and

YU groups to a VO2peak test. Results of expired gas data, blood gas

data and heartrate are described. MR measures of cardiac structure in the

groups are compared and cardiac function at baseline, exercise and recovery

are discussed.

Chapter Seven investigates the differences between the OT, OU and YU

groups in brain structure, as well as studying functional measures of cere-

bral blood flow and oxygen extraction fraction at baseline, during supine

5



1.3. THESIS OVERVIEW

exercise and recovery.

Chapter Eight concludes this thesis by summarising the findings and

provides suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Theory

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive technique used to

produce images of the body by detecting signal intensities from differing

tissue types. In static images, contrast between tissue types can be used

for diagnostic purposes by visual inspection or by calculating quantitative

measures. MRI also allows for dynamic imaging, where images are captured

across time, for example depicting the movement of the heart through the

cardiac cycle. Unlike PET or CT that use ionising radiation, MRI is non-

invasive using the principle of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) from the

signals of precessing nuclei within a magnetic field.

2.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Rabi et al first demonstrated the principle of nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) in 1938 [1] which was further developed by Bloch [2] and Purcell

[3]. Bloch and Purcell observed that select atomic nuclei can absorb radio
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2.1. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE

frequency (RF) energy when placed in a magnetic field, and will resonate at

a frequency specific to the atom for a given magnetic field strength. Only

atomic nuclei that have spin have the ability to resonate. Spin is an intrinsic

property of the atom, with atoms with an odd number of constituent nu-

cleons (such as hydrogen (1H), carbon (13C), fluorine (19F), sodium (23Na),

and phosphorous (31P)) having half integer spin, and integer spin belonging

to atoms with an odd number of protons and neutrons (such as deuterium

(2H) and nitrogen (14N)). 1H imaging is the most commonly used nuclei,

both because of its high natural abundance in the body within water and

as it possesses the highest NMR sensitivity due to its high gyromagnetic

ratio. This thesis exclusively collects 1H MRI data, so this will be the focus

of this chapter.

When an 1H atom is placed in a magnetic field, the spin (I ) creates a

magnetic source referred to as the magnetic moment (µ) (Figure 2.1) and

the unbalanced atomic mass creates angular momentum (J) of the spin.

The magnetic moment is calculated from the angular momentum (J) and

gyromagnetic ratio: (γ), µ = γJ .

Figure 2.1: Precession of the magnetic moment (µ) around the applied
magnetic field (B0), with the precessional frequency given by the Larmor
frequency ωL = γB0 which is 127.72 MHz for 1H at 3T as used in this
thesis.
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2.1. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE

A static magnetic field B0, created through a superconducting magnet at

a field strength of 3 Tesla (T) is used for all the work in this thesis. The

static B0 aligns the 1H protons’ magnetic moment (Figure 2.2) but due to

spin angular momentum, the protons also precess in a gyroscopic motion

around the static magnetic field. This precession is defined by the equation:

dµ

dt
= γµ×B (2.1)

The frequency of this precession around B is called the Larmor frequency

(ωL) and given by:

ωL = γB0 (2.2)

Figure 2.2: Illustration of net magnetisation within an applied magnetic
field (B0). Note that spins can take two possible states, spin up (+1/2)
which is the low energy state aligned with B0 or spin down (-1/2) which is
the high energy state opposing B0.

Each nucleus has a specific gyromagnetic ratio (γ) which for 1H is 42.56

MHz/T, resulting in the Larmor frequency (ωL) of protons being 127.72

MHz at 3T. Inside the static field, the spin angular momentum can take

two possible values due to being either in the spin up (mI = +1/2 or N↑)

or spin down (mI = -1/2 or N↓) state given by ±}
2

where } is Plank’s

constant divided by 2π. This yields two possible energy states of the spins,

the high (E+) and low (E−) states termed the Zeeman energy levels. The
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2.1. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE

spins are distributed between the Zeeman energy levels according to the

Boltzmann distribution given by:

N ↓
N ↑

= e
−∆E
kBT = e

− γ}B0
kBT (2.3)

where ∆E is the energy difference between the spin states, T is the tem-

perature in Kelvin and kB is the Boltzmann constant. This leads to a net

magnetisation (M0) of the tissue in the direction of the applied field, B0.

The strength of M0 is proportional to B0 strength and inversely propor-

tional to temperature, with greater M0 yielding greater NMR signal. This

is the reason for scanners with a higher static magnetic field being sought.

These high static magnetic fields are generated using coils in a supercon-

ducting state. By submersion in liquid helium, this keeps them at 4 K,

eliminating resistance within the wires to provide a strong magnetic field.

The static (B0) magnetic field alone cannot create NMR signals, this re-

quires a time varying magnetic field (B1(+)) using radiofrequency waves.

Radio-frequency (RF) signals are sent and received by separate RF coils to

capture the NMR signals. The RF pulse is sent as an oscillating B1(+) field

at the Larmor frequency. This RF pulse is on resonance with the precession

frequency of the magnetic moment and acts to perturb the magnetic mo-

ment from the z -axis. The net magnetisation (M0) can thus be tipped away

from B0 along z into the transverse plane by applying a radiofrequency

pulse at a given angle (flip angle) determined by the RF pulse duration

(τ) and amplitude (B1) (α = γB1τ) (as shown in Figure 2.3).One specific

pulse is an excitation pulse, this often uses a 90° flip angle, this equalises

spins in the high and low energy states and brings the spins into phase.

This leads to no net magnetisation in the z -plane but a net magnetisation

in the xy-plane generating a transverse NMR signal. Another typical RF
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2.1. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE

pulse is an inversion pulse, this generates a 180° flip angle pulse that inverts

the longitudinal magnetisation Mz such that Mz = -M0 (as shown in Figure

2.3). Note 180° pulses can also be used as refocusing pulses to generate an

echo for spin echo acquisition as used in diffusion tensor imaging (DTI).

Figure 2.3: Net magnetisation (M) along the z-axis at thermal equilibrium,
and the effect of a 90° flip angle (excitation) pulse and a 180° flip angle
(inversion) pulse on the magnetisation.

.

The signal generated in the transverse plane (Mxy) after the RF pulse

induces an electromotive force (emf) in a receive coil, precessing at the

Larmor frequency, giving the NMR signal. This signal is called the Free

Induction Decay (FID). The longitudinal (Mz) and transverse (Mxy) mag-

netism return to Boltzmann equilibrium through two independent relax-

ation processes governed by the longitudinal or spin-lattice relaxation (T1)

and transverse or spin-spin relaxation (T2). This is governed by the Bloch

equations:

dMz

dt
= −M0 −Mz

T1
(2.4)

dMx

dt
= −Mx

T2
+ γMyBz (2.5)

dMy

dt
= −My

T2
− γMxBz (2.6)

Longitudinal relaxation is the process of spins returning to their thermal
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2.1. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE

equilibrium state of M0 as the longitudinal magnetisation (Mz) recovers

and the spins lose their energy to the lattice (T1 recovery) (Figure 2.5).

In transverse relaxation the induced Mxy magnetisation decays as spins

lose coherence and become out of phase with each other due to spin-spin

interactions, leading to an exponential decay in the MR signal governed

by the T2 decay time constant (Figure 2.6). Static field inhomogeneities,

spatial encoding gradients, chemical shift and differences in magnetic sus-

ceptibility between tissues increase static dephasing and result in a rate

of decay of transverse magnetisation above that dictate the T2 constant,

termed T∗
2 relaxation ( 1

T2∗ = 1
T2

+ 1
T I2

). The time-scale of T1 recovery is

orders of magnitude greater than that of T2 decay, with for example the

T1 of brain tissue at 3T of ∼ 1600 ms for grey matter compared with a T2

of ∼ 100 ms. Approximate T1 and T2 values for tissues at 3 T collected

in this study are shown in Figure 2.4. The time chosen to acquire the

MR image during relaxation (given by the inversion time (TI) for T1 and

echo time (TE) for T2) determines the amplitude and thus intensity of the

signal in an image and can be used to select different tissue types.

Figure 2.4: Approximate T1 and T2 values at 3 T for tissues investigated
in this thesis, [4, 5, 6]

.
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2.2. MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI)

Figure 2.5: Longitudinal relaxation following a 180° pulse showing the
magnetisation recovery across time with the T1 relaxation time constant.

.

Figure 2.6: Transverse relaxation following a 90° pulse showing exponential
decay across time with the T2 time constant.

.

2.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

The introduction of spatial gradients to alter the static magnetic field across

space allows spatial localisation of protons, and thus the ability to produce

MR images. Lauterbur et al [7] reasoned that if the strength of the mag-

netic field were varied, the resonant frequencies of nuclei would differ based

on spatial location within the static magnetic field. By measuring the

amount of energy emitted at different frequencies the spatial location of

that energy, and thus amount of protons, could be identified. To create
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2.2. MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI)

a 2D image, gradient coils arranged along the three orthogonal directions

(x,y,z) relative to the static magnetic field (B0 along z) can be used to re-

solve spatial information in three dimensions. Data are typically collected

in a series of 2D slices, while it is possible to collect 3D images with MR

imaging. To select a given single 2D slice, the excitation must be restricted

to only the spins within that location. To do this, the frequency range

(bandwidth) of the RF pulse must be matched to precessional frequency

of the spins in that slice. Frequency is location specific due to the appli-

cation of a spatially varying magnetic gradient field. This will make only

the spins within that slice on-resonance and emit MR signal. The slice

thickness (∆z) is determined by the bandwidth of the RF pulse (∆ω) and

the gradient applied (Gz), as shown in Figure 2.7 and given by:

∆z =
∆ω

γGz

(2.7)

Figure 2.7: Demonstration of slice selection using an RF pulse of bandwidth
∆ω and gradient Gz to produce a slice thickness of ∆z.

.
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2.2. MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI)

Once a slice is selected, it is then followed by a pulse sequence designed

to encode the in-plane data in k-space which is then Fourier Transformed

to generate an image. To localise the protons within the slice, additional

gradient fields in the x and y direction are applied, creating distinct preces-

sion frequencies by location. This is called frequency encoding and allows

for one-dimensional map of proton density along the direction of the gra-

dient. To achieve a 2D image an additional spatial gradient is needed for

phase encoding. Phase encoding gradients are applied sequentially prior

to frequency encoding, varying spin phases along the gradient axis (per-

pendicular to the frequency encoding axis). A Fourier transform (FT) is

then used to convert the signal from k-space into image space. Figure 2.8

shows the pulse sequence and k-space for a spin warp readout as used for

the structural imaging (MPRAGE and T2 FLAIR, and cardiac cine data)

in this thesis.

Figure 2.8: a) Spin warp pulse sequence and b) how this is encoded in
k-space.

.

In 1977, Sir Peter Mansfield developed a technique for much faster imag-

ing called echo-planar imaging (EPI), this provides a much more efficient
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2.3. IMAGE TYPES AND TECHNIQUES

image acquisition by allowing collection of the whole of k-space simultane-

ously [8]. To achieve this, all phase encoding steps are collected after a

single RF excitation pulse by rapidly altering gradients in the read direc-

tion to create multiple gradient echoes. Alternating lines are scanned in

opposite directions to fill k-space (Figure 2.9). This allows rapid imaging

but provides lower resolution than spin warp, in this thesis this acquisition

is used for collection of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data.

Figure 2.9: Echo Planar pulse sequence demonstrating the alternating di-
rection to fill k-space after a single RF pulse, as used for the collection of
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data.

.

2.3 Image types and techniques

2.3.1 T1-weighted and T2-weighted structural scans

Magnetisation prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) is a T1-weighted

gradient echo sequence used to produce high spatial resolution images with

high contrast between grey, white matter, and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF)

(Figure 2.10). The pulse sequence creates a magnetisation preparation
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period with an initial 180° pulse to invert the magnetisation followed by an

inversion delay to achieve T1 weighting. A rapid gradient echo sequence

follows to sample the prepared magnetisation. A recovery period ends the

acquisition. The magnetisation preparation period reduces the acquisition

time compared to a steady-state acquisition scheme with the same contrast

[9]. An MPRAGE sequence is used in this thesis for the segmentation of

grey matter, white matter and CSF to provide cortical volume and cortical

thickness metrics (Figure 2.11a). Structural imaging is also used in this

thesis to generate cardiac cine scans.

Figure 2.10: Brain tissue (grey matter, white matter and CSF) differenti-
ation using T1 recovery following a 180° inversion pulse.

.

Figure 2.11: T1 weighted, T2 weighted and FLAIR images in the brain
showing tissue and fluid contrast in grey matter, white matter and CSF,
with CSF suppressed in FLAIR.

.
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T2 weighted images provide contrast based on the T2 relaxation times in

Figure 2.4 and shown in Figure 2.11b. In the brain, grey matter and

white matter have much shorter T2 times than CSF (Figure 2.4) due to

slower dephasing of water, yielding high signal in CSF. A long TR is used

to minimise the T1 contrast and T2 contrast levels are dictated by altering

the TE, typically a long TE is used to maximise differences in T2 decay.

FLuid-Attenuated Inversion Recovery (FLAIR) is a T2 weighted pulse se-

quence tuned to detect white matter hyperintensities, used primarily in

the brain for detecting lesions (Figure 2.11c). The bright contrast of CSF

T2 weighted images make lesion detection difficult because CSF is not suf-

ficiently differentiated from white matter hyperintensities, making lesions

that often occur near ventricle borders difficult to identify. FLAIR uses a

long TR and TE to create strong T2-weighting in conjunction with a long

inversion time (TI) to suppress signal from CSF.

2.3.2 Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)

Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) is a technique used to measure diffusion

(the random motion of water) within tissue. It can be used in various organs

and tissue types. Here diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is used to measure

diffusion within axonal tracts in the brain as shown in Figure 2.12 and

is discussed below. Spins diffuse quickly along the length of axonal fibres

but slowly across the width, and therefore the structure of axonal bundles

throughout the brain can be surmised. In DTI, strong diffusion gradients

are applied symmetrically before and after a 180° refocusing pulse. The

number of different diffusion gradient directions used can vary, with more

gradients allowing for greater specificity of diffusion direction; 64 gradients

is a common number used and was the number of directions chosen for this
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thesis. The duration of the applied diffusion gradients, the time interval

between diffusion gradients and amplitude determine the degree of diffusion

weighting (b-value). The primary direction of diffusion determined by the

differences in diffusion coefficient between different orientations is termed

the fractional anisotropy (FA) and an is indicator of myelination, fibre

density and axonal diameter in DTI. The mean of the three eigenvalues of

the diffusion tensor is the mean diffusivity (MD) and indicates the mobility

of water molecules.

Figure 2.12: Diffusion within the brain with direction indicated by colour
and line angle.

.

2.3.3 Phase Contrast MRI (PC-MRI)

Phase contrast MRI (PC-MRI) is a technique used to measure the move-

ment of blood within vessels. A velocity encoding bipolar gradient field is

applied in the direction perpendicular to the imaging plane. As spins move

through the imaging plane in the blood, the equal and opposite gradient

fields of the bipolar gradient induce the spins to de-phase and re-phase

(Figure 2.13). A net velocity dependent phase shift (φ) is created in the

moving blood spins, whilst no net phase shift given for static spins. The

net phase of the spins is proportional to the velocity, as given by:

φ = −γvM1 (2.8)
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where v is velocity and M1 is the product of the gradient amplitude and

time of application of the gradient field. This is used to quantify the veloc-

ity of the blood moving though the imaging plane. Phases can be collected

at multiple timepoints throughout the cardiac cycle through cardiac gat-

ing. Images are continuously acquired after each heartbeat and selected to

distribute images evenly across the cardiac cycle. In this thesis, PC-MRI is

used to assess both cardiac output by performing measures across the aorta

in Chapter 6 with 30 phases and a velocity encoding (VENC) of 300 cm/s

and for cerebral blood flow by collecting measures across carotid arteries

and the basilar artery in Chapter 7 using 30 phases and a VENC of 140

cm/s.

Figure 2.13: Pulse sequence diagram for PC-MRI showing biploar gradients
induced phase shift in the blood spins.

.

2.3.4 T2 Relaxation Under Spin Tagging (TRUST)

T2 Relaxation Under Spin Tagging (TRUST) is technique used for calcu-

lating oxygen extraction fraction (OEF) by measuring venous oxygenation

and is most commonly used in the brain for the estimation of venous oxy-

genation in the sagittal sinus. In this thesis FAIR arterial spin labelling

(ASL) images are acquired in pairs of ’label’ and ’control’ images. Unlike
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traditional ASL which focuses on labelling arterial blood, in this case the

label image magnetically tags out-flowing blood in a venous vessel (e.g. the

sagittal sinus) using an inversion RF pulse in a labelling slab placed above

the imaging slice (Figure 2.14a). The control image has no label applied.

A series of flow-insensitive T2-preparation pulses are applied prior to the

excitation pulse to modulate T2-weightings by varying the duration of the

T2 preparation sequence (effective TE), yielding the T2 relaxation time

of the venous blood. Pairwise subtractions between these images across

multiple effective TEs will therefore yield difference images that depict the

magnetised blood signal (Figure 2.14b). The T2 relaxation time of this

blood is converted into blood oxygenation using a calibration plot [10],

further analysis is descried in Chapter 7.

Figure 2.14: TRUST acquisition in the sagittal sinus showing a) image
and labelling planes and b) the resultant label, control and difference im-
ages (from subtracting the FAIR non-selective and selective images) over 4
effective TEs and c) MR signal decay across effective TEs.

.
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2.3.5 DIXON imaging

Fat (F) and water (W) differentiation (to separate fat and muscles and/or

organs) can be done using a DIXON imaging technique (Figure 2.15).

Water and fat have different resonance frequencies (∆f= 440 Hz at 3 T),

resulting in their spins falling in and out-of-phase with each other as a

function of time. This phase cycling occurs at 1/∆f or every 1.1 ms at

3 T. Therefore images can be obtained at TEs specified to occur while

spins are either in-phase (2.2, 4.4, 6.6 ms, etc) or out-of-phase (1.1, 3.3,

5.5 ms, etc). By collecting images at both in-phase (IP), where the signal

can be represent as W + F , and out-of-phase (OP), where the signal can

be represented as W − F , the images can be combined to create fat only

and water only images, as given by:

1

2
[IP +OP ] =

1

2
[(W + F )] + (W − F )] =

1

2
2W = W (2.9)

1

2
[IP −OP ] =

1

2
[(W + F )]− (W − F )] =

1

2
2F = F (2.10)
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2.4. CONCLUSION

Figure 2.15: Dixon image showing in-phase and out-of-phase images and
the resultant water and fat images.

.

More recently, rather than using two echoes, multipoint DIXON (mDIXON)

with multiple echoes (six used in this thesis) has been introduced. This pro-

vides better image quality and compensates for B0 heterogeneity to provide

estimates of fat fraction and T2* of tissues.

2.4 Conclusion

This chapter has outlined the core NMR and MRI principles, and intro-

duced the imaging sequences used throughout this thesis.
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Chapter 3

Development of Methods

3.1 Setup of the Cardio-Step and CardioPul-

monary Exercise Testing (CPET) equip-

ment

3.1.1 Ergospect Cardio-Step

Research described in this thesis involved in-magnet supine exercise using

a Ergospect Cardio-Step unit (Ergospect, Innsbruck, Austria). This work

builds upon previous research in this lab by Dr Andrew Hale et al. [1] which

used a Lode cycle Ergometer (Lode, Germany) to collect MRI measures

during supine exercise. Following Hale’s study, the limitations of using the

Lode cycle ergometer for exercise studies inside the magnet in terms of

participant height and degree of head motion prompted the purchase of an

Ergospect Cardio-Step, as seen in Figure 3.1.

Prior to the start of the EXAGE study, some development work was un-
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dertaken in this research team by Dr Jordan McGing to assess the validity

of using the Cardio-Step during incremental steady-state exercise to assess

cardiovascular fitness using expired gas measures and indirect calorime-

try for use in the MR environment. A number of challenges with the

Cardio-Step equipment were identified in terms of radio-frequency (RF)

and noise introduced into the MR scanner. These were resolved with ad-

ditional shielding and keeping power supply outside of the scanner room,

and this work describes the use of the Ergospect Cardio-Step module after

this. This and the calibration of the Cardio-Step was outlined in McGing’s

thesis [2].

Figure 3.1: Ergospect Cardio-Step a) illustration provided by Ergospect b)
setup of the Cardio-Step in the David Greenfield Human Physiology Unit
with it used on a scanner bed to match in-magnet exercise studies.

The Cardio-Step device allows for physical activity using the legs in the
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supine position necessary for MRI, while attempting to have as much of

the body inside the magnet as possible and mitigating against movement.

Exercise is performed by pushing down against each pedal in an alter-

nating pattern in time with a metronome played to the participant. Air

pressure resistance is used to alter the work needed to push the pedals

down (as can be seen in the illustration of the MRI setup, Figure 3.2)

and can be automatically controlled with pre-assigned timed sequences in

the Ergospect software, as well as altered during the exercise session if re-

quired. Force transducers within the device measure the force exerted as

well as frequency, and these measures are used to maintain the exercise

workload throughout the exercise protocol (as shown in the feedback on

the Ergospect software in Figure 3.3). Should the participant slow their

rate of stepping, the air pressure increases to compensate for this, and the

reverse is true if step rate is increased. This therefore allows some deviation

from the metronome without large fluctuations in work output (i.e. isoki-

netic exercise). During studies within this thesis, participants were always

verbally encouraged to maintain stepping to the pace of the metronome, if

they slowed to 10 bpm below the preset 70 bpm this resulted in the termi-

nation of the experiment. These feedback measures also allowed the data

to be checked to confirm the desired exercise workload was adhered to.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the Ergospect Cardio-Step in the 3T
Ingenia MR scanner. The solid black block indicates the wall between the
MR control room and the scanner room.
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Figure 3.3: Power (red) and frequency (blue) in an a) incremental and b)
confirmation exercise test measured on the Cardio-Step extracted from the
Ergospect software.

Participants all took part in the screening, consenting and non MRI physio-

logical assessments at the David Greenfield Human Physiology Unit (DGHPU,

University of Nottingham) (see Section 3.2), where a custom-made support

frame was used to hold a Phillips MR scanner bed onto which the Cardio-

Step could be held in place with a vacuum pump, as seen in Figure 3.1.

This provided an identical setup to the in-magnet exercise procedure which

took place in the Sir Peter Mansfield Imaging Centre (SPMIC). Participants
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lay on the bed and had their feet strapped into the pedal boots using Velcro

straps, with an optional lumbar support and a pillow for the head. The

participant was positioned so their knee angle was 25-30° when the pedal

was fully compressed, preventing their knees from hyper-extending when

exercising and maintaining a consistent position between exercise sessions.

A waistcoat was also worn which was fixed to the Cardio-Step, and straps

tightened until secure, preventing the participant from pushing themselves

out of position and helping to minimise movement when used in the MRI

scanner.

3.1.2 Cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPET)

Along with the workload measures from the Cardio-Step, expired gases and

arterialised-venous blood gases were measured during cardiopulmonary ex-

ercise testing (CPET) at the DGHPU. Expired gases were collected and

analysed using indirect calorimetry through a 28 mm turbine containing

a sampling line connected to a facemask for continuous breath-by-breath

online gas analysis (Cosmed, Rome, Italy) (Figure 3.4). A heartrate mon-

itor was worn across the chest, which interfaced with the Cosmed to collect

heart rate data throughout each test. Additionally, a 3 lead ECG was used

for safety monitoring, and while it does not collect the data, should the

heart monitor have failed, heartrates could be manually noted. To collect

blood gases during exercise, a retrograde cannula was inserted by a quali-

fied clinician into a vein on the dorsal surface of the participant’s hand. The

hand was then kept in a hot-box for at least 15 minutes before and for the

duration of the exercise session, to allow collection of arterialised-venous

blood samples throughout [3, 4]. Blood samples were taken directly from

the cannula into 1 ml heparinised syringes during each workload and pro-
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cessed on an iStat blood gas analyser (Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park,

IL, USA). The experimental set up depicting the Cardio-Step, CPET and

hot-box can be seen in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.4: Cosmed face mask with turbine, sampling line and head straps.

Figure 3.5: Full David Greenfield Human Physiology Unit Cardio-Step
setup showing the Cardio-Step, CPET and hot-box

To determine the maximal oxygen consumption for each participant, data

was collected at increasing workloads. The metronome was set to 70 bpm,

beginning at a workload of 50W. Workloads increased by 20-25W, with

each increment lasting three minutes to reach steady-state and proceeding

directly onto the next incremental round, with blood samples taken in the

last 30 seconds of each workload. Participants were encouraged to exercise

until volitional exhaustion, with exercise terminated by the investigator
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prior to the participant decision to stop only if there were concerns from

the consulting clinician, or if the power and frequency were not met and

encouragement failed to get the power back within acceptable bounds.

3.1.3 Assessment of repeatability of Cardio-Step VO2

measures

The first Cardio-Step device purchased by the University of Nottingham

was built to be compatible with a 7T Philips Achieva MR scanner, and was

assessed for its validity in quantifying VO2 and peak measures during incre-

mental intensity supine exercise, as described in McGing’s thesis [2]. The

protocol is described in Section 3.1. Blood gas measures were not collected

in these validation tests. This initial testing found the expected linear re-

sponse of heartrate and VO2 to increasing exercise workload, as well as

good reliability in a test re-test within participant, yielding a co-efficient of

variation of 3.9% for VO2 peak across four test repetitions. However, sub-

sequent to this testing, a software malfunction caused the device to begin

to exhibit power fluctuations that led to random increases and decreases in

the intended workload. After discussion with the manufacturer, the Cardio-

Step was returned and exchanged for the 3T MR compatible Cardio-Step

model which was used in all the work in this thesis. The validity of this 3T

Cardio-Step was re-tested within the scope of this thesis alongside McGing

and Dr Ayushman Gupta. Figure 3.6 shows the results of testing the

3T Cardio-Step in three participants, while Figure 3.7 shows the results

of performing five repeated sessions in a single participant , both minute

ventilation and expired CO2 volumes yielded curvilinear responses to ex-

haustive incremental exercise, while heartrate and VO2 exhibited a linear

response to increasing exercise workload. The repeatability test indicated
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a coefficient variation of 6% for VO2 peak across the 12-week period, down

to 1% when assessing over at a shorter three week period.

Figure 3.6: 3T Cardio-Step MR system validity testing using expired gas
data from three participants [2].
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Figure 3.7: 3T Cardio-Step MR system repeatability testing using expired
gas data from one participant across five sessions [2]

In 2020, a second Cardio-Step system was purchased from Ergospect in an

effort to allow greater flexibility of scheduling multiple studies using the

equipment, as well as mitigating the need to transport the Cardio-Step

unit and associated equipment between the DGHPU and SPMIC (control

box, interface box, air compressor, vacuum pump, vacuum pump hose,

compressor-to-control-box hose, control-box-to-Cardio-Step hose, fiberop-

tic cable, Ethernet cable, sensor cable, waistcoat, calibration module and

laptop). Prior to the purchase of a second Cardio-Step unit, duplicates

of the majority of the accessory equipment were obtained, leaving only

the necessity of transporting the Cardio-Step, waistcoat, calibration mod-

ule, a hose adaptor and laptop, which continued to be logistically difficult

to transport or schedule multiple studies at times. On initial testing of

the second Cardio-Step, each workload was perceived to be considerably
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more difficult to achieve and maintain than it had on the original stepper.

This perceived difference was confirmed by heart rate data generated when

comparing measures using the two Cardio-Step systems side by side (Fig-

ure 3.8). This initial test was conducted when the lab was beginning to be

allowed to return to testing post-COVID, so at this time a VO2 collection

via mask was not allowed, and exercise was required to be submaximal,

with participants required to stop exercising at a thresholded heartrate.

Data from this submaximal testing was sufficient to decide that the equip-

ment should continue with use of only one Cardio-Step as they were not

interchangeable. Once VO2 collection and exercising to exhaustion was

approved, the steppers were compared again, and a difference between the

two versions was still notable (Figure 3.9). At the direction of the man-

ufacture, calibration adjustments were attempted without success. The

greater resistance found in the second Cardio-Step system was likely due

to the tighter fit of the casing into which the pedals are pushed, which have

a gap and a rubber seal in the original, but fit snugly and can be felt to

generate heat due to the greater friction in the new Cardio-Step, as seen

in Figure 3.10.

For the purposes of completing this study without the further delay of

sending the equipment to be serviced in Austria (time consuming due to

shipment, customs, and potential delays; previously servicing took approx-

imately 8 months due to a part no longer manufactured), a single Cardio-

Step device was used within all participants, but as the equipment was not

available during the entirety of the study, not all participants used the first

Cardio-Step system. Therefore, workloads between participants are not

directly comparable, but as each participant only used a single version of

the Cardio-Step and the relative workloads are internally consistent. For

future studies, the casing could be sanded down and assessed in an attempt
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to reach consistency between the two versions.

Figure 3.8: Heart rate response to submaximal incremental exercise test
comparing the first and second Cardio-Step systems in two participants.

Figure 3.9: a) VO2 and b) heartrate response to maximal incremental
exercise test comparing the fist and second Cardio-Step systems.
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Figure 3.10: Pedal casing on the first and second Cardio-Step system

3.2 Full protocol for the EXAGE study

3.2.1 Brief overview

The EXAGE study aimed to investigate the interaction of lifelong EXercise

on AGE on the muscles, heart and brain structure and function using MR

imaging in the resting state and during acute submaximal exercise and

recovery, along with other out of scanner measures of cardiovascular fitness,

strength, endurance, motor control and cognitive function.

A group of older (70-76 years old) highly active males who cycled long

distances weekly and were capable of cycling 100 km were recruited, re-

ferred to in this thesis as the older trained (OT) group. This group had

maintained high levels of physical activity throughout their lives with only

minimal disruption (e.g a period of 5 years of less activity 15 years prior

to the study). To allow investigation of the impact of lifelong habitual

exercise, a control group of older males (68-79 years old) who did not take

more than 10,000 steps daily and did not take part in any moderate to

intense cardiovascular exercise were recruited and referred to as the older
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untrained (OU) group. An additional young (21-27 years old) male group

was recruited to examine the effect of ageing, who also did not take part

in regular intense physical activity and were deemed the young untrained

(YU) group.

After a medical screening, participants undergo one day of physiological

testing, and one day of MRI and motor unit testing, as outlined in Figure

3.11.

Figure 3.11: Overview of the full study protocol. For the Older Trained
participants, the Screening Visit was combined with the Study Day 1 visit.

On the first study day, isometric strength measures were taken with a knee

extensor test. Following this, the participants exercised on a supine Cardio-

Step (Ergospect), starting at 50 Watts with an increase in workload every

3 minutes, until exhaustion. Respiratory data were collected during exer-

cise through a ventilation mask to measure oxygen uptake, expired CO2

and minute ventilation, as well as blood sampling during the last 30 s at

each workload. A confirmation of peak VO2 was taken later that same

day by having the participants exercise on the Cardio-Step, separated from

the incremental test by a minimum of 1.5 hours. Cognitive and motor
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skill assessments were carried out in breaks. Time constraints necessitated

carrying out the cognitive tests during the break period after the incremen-

tal exercise task, which may induce post-exercise effects on cognition, as

reviewed in McMorris and Hale’s meta-analysis [5].

On the second study day, MRI scans were collected in two sessions. Session

one consisted of anatomical measures, after a short break session two con-

sisted of functional MR data collected during rest, exercise and recovery

on the Cardio-Step within the MR scanner. On the same day, assessments

of physical function were also acquired with measures of peripheral motor

unit remodelling using intramuscular electromyography (iEMG) and per-

cutaneous nerve stimulation at the University of Nottingham Royal Derby

Hospital site. More specific assessments of muscle control were made using

force tracking tasks and standing balance on a force platform.

3.2.2 Recruitment and medical screening

The life-long older trained (OT) exercisers were recruited from a cycling

magazine and a curated database of volunteers who had participated in

earlier physiological research investigations.

To participate, the OT group had to report a capability of cycling 100 km,

and participating in endurance cycles multiple times a week. The OU and

YU groups did not take more than 10,000 steps daily and did not regularly

take part in aerobic exercise.m Both older untrained (OU) and young un-

trained (YU) were recruited through posters, local community groups and

word of mouth. Participants indicating interest were sent an information

sheet to explain the study protocol. An initial medical screening visit took

place at the David Greenfield Human Physiology Unit (DGHPU), includ-
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ing height, weight, blood pressure, an ECG screening, blood draw, medical

history questionnaire, MRI safety screening and exercise history. All par-

ticipants had to be healthy (not exhibiting any age-related or other diseases

and having normal blood count, thyroid function, and kidney function) and

have a normal BMI, with a height limitation of 187 cm due to MR scanner

bed limits. Cardiac impacting medications were initially all excluded, but

difficulties in recruiting participants expanded inclusion criteria to include

blood thinners and selective beta-blockers, with non-selective beta-blockers

remaining an exclusion criteria. MR safety exclusions also applied, as well

as excluding for MR safe metal implants such as hip replacements that

would impair image quality. A total of 133 individuals indicated interest,

with 9 OT, 7 OU and 8 YU participating. Individuals either withdrew

interest or were excluded. Exclusion reasons included MR safety and im-

age quality reasons (pace makers and hip replacements), medications (e.g.

non-selective beta-blockers), health conditions, or not meeting either the

minimum or maximum exercise levels.

As many of the older trained participants travelled significant distances to

participate in this study, it was conducted over the course of two subsequent

days with a hotel stay between. Untrained participants’ visits were on

non-consecutive days. Participants were told to attend the study days

having refrained from strenuous exercise in the previous 48 hours, and had

abstained from caffeine or alcohol for the previous 24 hours.

Following medical screening and written informed consent, the untrained

group participants conducted their first day of testing in the DGHPU, fol-

lowed by the second day of testing at the SPMIC and Royal Derby Hospi-

tal. For the untrained participants, the health screening took place before

the first day of testing to allow time for a blood sample to be analysed.

Trained participants had this testing done on their first day of testing, with
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the blood sample analysed before the second day.

3.2.3 Isometric strength and isokinetic work output

assessment

Participants undertook isometric knee extensor strength tests using their

dominant leg consisting of a knee extensor isometric strength and isoki-

netic knee extensor work output measurements using a Cybex dynamome-

ter (Cybex Norm, Rosemont, Illinois, USA). The device was calibrated and

then adjusted to the participants’ height and proportions, with the knee

flexed at 90°. Ten submaxmal isokinetic repetitions were performed at 90°

per second as a warmup. The knee was then secured at 60° and 3 max-

imal voluntary isometric contractions held for 3 seconds were performed,

giving 60 seconds recovery between each. Verbal encouragement was used

to encourage maximal performance, and participants could view the trace

of their effort on the ergometer monitor. The knee was then returned to

90° and the participant performed five isokinetic warm-up repetitions at

90°/s. The participant then performed a set of 20 repeated isokinetic knee

extensions at a constant angular velocity of 90°/s to determined muscle

torque development, giving maximal effort with each kick, which resulted

in fatigue development over time. Each leg extension began at 90° knee

flexion and extended to full knee extension, returning passively to 90°. Par-

ticipants were verbally encouraged to give maximal effort beginning at the

first extension and not to ’reserve’ energy. Maximal knee extensor isomet-

ric strength was taken as the peak torque value (NM) achieved during the

three maximum contractions. Total work done during the isokinetic ex-

ercise was taken as the sum of the work completed during each of the 20

repetitions.
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3.2.4 Cardio-Step VO2 peak testing

Following the Cybex measurements, participants were familiarised to the

Cardio-Step module. Participants were positioned in the Cardio-Step with

waistcoat straps and their feet strapped into the boots secured to the ped-

als. The lowest resistance (50 W) was then applied to the Cardio-Step

ergometer and the participant was instructed to push against the steps

at 70 bpm, following a metronome. The investigator then either let the

full 3 minute baseline finish before introducing a few seconds of the next

increment, to familiarise the participant with the sensation of the chang-

ing workload, or manually increased the workload earlier if the participant

was comfortable with the exercise mechanics. Any adjustments to partic-

ipant comfort were made at this point, to prevent discomfort and earlier

termination in the exercise tests. The length of the waistcoat straps was

measured and recorded. The knee angle was also measured bilaterally us-

ing a goniometer such that the position could be replicated for the MRI

exercise session. The heart rate monitor was placed across the chest. The

participant was then prepared for retrograde cannula insertion by a quali-

fied clinician. Their hand was submerged in warm water of approximately

40°C for 10 minutes to dilate superficial veins on the dorsal surface of the

hand, whereupon a retrograde cannula was then inserted in a superficial

vein. A hot-box maintained at an air temperature of 55°C was then used to

maintain arterialisation of the venous drainage of the hand. After another

15 minute rest period with the hand maintained in the hot-box, a base-

line blood sample was taken into a 1 ml heparinised syringe and put on ice,

and warmed and processed later in an i-STAT CG4+ cartridge and i-STAT

blood gas analyser (Abbott Point of Care, USA). Samples were then taken

in the last 30 seconds of each incremental exercise round.
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Volunteers then performed a continuous, incremental, supine exercise test

to determine supine VO2 peak using an on-line expired gas analysis system

(COSMED Quark CPET, Rome, Italy). Minute ventilation (VE), carbon

dioxide (CO2) production and oxygen (O2) consumption was measured con-

tinuously throughout the test. Exercise commenced at a workload of 50W,

which was increased at 3-minute intervals. Using the Ergospect software

via a PC, the investigators controlled the ergometer exercise resistance

via air pressure. Participants received verbal encouragement and feedback

throughout the test. The test was terminated when the participant was

unable to maintain the required power output or step frequency consis-

tently for 30s, voluntarily stopped due to exhaustion, or it was deemed

from a medical safety perspective necessary for them to stop. Following

the exercise, the cannula was removed and participants were offered lunch

and a drink, and had the option of gently spinning their legs for a few

minutes on a cycle ergometer if desired. The rest period was a minimum of

90 minutes and included cognitive tests, discussed below. A confirmation

exercise test was then undertaken to assess the reliability of their earlier

VO2 peak test, or see if they were able to continue beyond their initial ter-

mination workload. During the confirmation test, participants began with

3 minutes exercise at 50 W, the same initial workload as the incremental

test, but then followed with a workload equal to the final exercise workload

they completed during the previous incremental test. If they successfully

completed that workload, the test continued in the same increments as the

incremental test. This protocol is summarised in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Incremental and confirmation VO2 peak testing protocol.

3.2.5 Motor function measures

Basic functional measures were made with the timed up-and-go (TUG)

test, jump tests, and standing balance, assessed with an accelerometer and

electronic balance board. These measures are described in more detail in

Chapter 5.

3.2.6 iEMG and electrical stimulation

Muscle motor unit size and number of the Vastus Lateralis and Tibialis An-

terior was assessed using intramuscular electromyography (iEMG), which

involved inserting a small needle (24 gauge) electrode into the target mus-

cle. This was performed by trained specialists led by Dr Matthew Piasecki

at the School of Medicine, University of Nottingham Royal Derby Hospi-

tal site. The needle was inserted around the belly of the muscle (motor
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point), once the area had been cleaned with alcohol adhesive wipes. The

investigator then inserted the needle into the muscle until an appropriate

depth was reached (0.5 -2.5cm depending on target muscle and muscle size),

then slightly retracted the needle during brief rest breaks between contrac-

tions, to ensure sampling from different areas of muscle was achieved. Full

methods are described by Piasecki et al [6].

Estimates of the amount of excitable tissue within the muscle were made

using electrical nerve and muscle stimulation. Electrically evoked percu-

taneous supramaximal stimulation was applied to the nerve serving the

muscle of interest, or directly over the muscle of interest. This ensures all

fibres within the muscle are stimulated, known as the compound muscle

action potential (CMAP). The intensity of the stimulus was determined by

slowly increasing the current with the participant in a relaxed state, start-

ing from 10 mA and increasing until the current was found that elicited

a maximum contraction (maximal activity detected via EMG), a further

stimulus was then given at 15% higher current, with EMG activity recorded

throughout.

3.2.7 Cognitive Measures

Cognitive measures were made with paper and pencil tests consisting of

the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MOCA), Trail making, and letter and

category fluency. This measures are discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
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3.3 MRI protocol to study the effects of ex-

ercise

MRI scans were collected across two sessions, each of 45-60 minutes, sepa-

rated by a brief break between. The first session consisted of the collection

of images of the whole body, heart and brain obtained at rest. Follow-

ing this, the participant exited the scanner and the Cardio-Step ergometer

was set up on the scanner bed. The second scan session then commenced.

In this second scan session a set of cardiac and brain scans were collected

three times; at rest, during 15 minutes of supine exercise at 50% VO2 peak,

and during 15 minutes immediately post-exercise recovery. This workload

of 50% peak V O2 was chosen as an intensity to elicit an exercise induced

physiological response without reaching the ventilatory threshold, i.e. the

exercise intensity at which hyperventilation is induced to maintain blood

acid-base status, which in turn would elicit changes in cerebral blood flow.

An overview of the scans collected in each scan session are provided in

Figure 3.13.

Initial investigations by McGing [2] determined the feasibility of MRI

data collection during exercise in the 3T Ingenia while exercising using the

Cardio-Step ergometer. The anterior full body coils were used for resting

scans in Session One. The body radiofrequency (RF) receive coil (seen

in Figure 3.14b) was used to collect the mDIXON data. However, this

would not be possible to use when performing exercise as the weight across

the chest would cause discomfort and movement of the coil, and thus poor

image quality. Instead, for Session Two, a head and neck RF coil (Figure

3.14c) was used to collect both cardiac and brain images, in conjunction

with the posterior receive RF coils built into the scanner bed.
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Figure 3.13: Overview of the MRI protocol with scans collected in scan
session one at baseline and scan session two at baseline, supine exercise
using the Cardio-Step and immediate post-exercise recovery. Those images
with a green outline indicate muscle and fat composition scans, in blue
brain scans and in red cardiac scans.
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Figure 3.14: a) Cardio-Step ergometer in the 3T Ingenia, b) full set up
including two body coils and head coil used in Session One, c) the head
and neck coil used in Session Two.

3.4 MRI whole body imaging protocol

A number of anatomical and functional methods were used to assess struc-

ture of the brain and body composition. All MR scans were collected on

the 3T Ingenia scanner (Philips, Best, The Netherlands).

3.4.1 Brain MRI Measures

3.4.1.1 Grey and White Matter Structure

A whole brain Magnetization-Prepared-Rapid-Acquisition-of-Gradient-Echo

(MPRAGE) sequence was collected, as shown in Figure 3.15a. From this,

whole brain volume, grey and white matter volume, and cortical thickness
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and gyrification index can be calculated. The brain can also be automat-

ically segmented into sub regions, and volume measures can be collected

on these substructures. For example, this sequence was used to assess hip-

pocampal volume. The MPRAGE data was collected with a field of view

(FOV) of 256 x 256 x 162 mm, 1 mm isometric voxels, slices, and a flip

angle of 8.

3.4.1.2 White Matter Hyperintensities

A T2-weighted-FLuid-Attenduated Inversion Recovery sequence (T2-FLAIR),

as shown in Figure 3.15b, was used to assess white matter hyperintensities

or lesions. The T2 FLAIR was collected with a FOV of 256 x 256 x 162

mm, 1 mm isometric voxels, 162 slices, a TR of 5000 ms and TE of 0.35

ms.

Figure 3.15: Sagittal view of an a) MPRAGE and b) T2 FLAIR

3.4.1.3 Diffusion Tensor Imaging to study brain myelination

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a methodology that can measure the dif-

fusion of water through axonal fibres, as shown in Figure 3.16. It allows for

the measurement of the degree and directionality of diffusion, indicating the

microstructural integrity of brain tissue. This is achieved by applying the

diffusion gradients for many different directions, in this study 64 directions
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were used. From this, mean diffusivity (MD), which indicates the mean dif-

fusion of water in each measured direction, and fractional anisotropy (FA),

which shows the primary direction of water diffusion and is an indicator of

myelination, fibre density and axonal diameter, were calculated. DTI data

were collected with FOV of 224 x 224 x 105.6 mm, a 2.2 mm3 isometric

voxel size, with 48 slices, a flip angle of 90° TR of 2081 ms, and TE of 88

ms, collecting a b=0 image and 64 directions of a b-value of 1000 s/mm2

and using a multiband factor of 3.

Figure 3.16: Diffusion Tensor Image map, with colour indicating diffusion
direction

3.4.1.4 Cerebral Blood Flow through feeding vessels.

A phase contrast MRI (PC-MRI) two-dimensional quantitative flow (2D

QFLOW) sequence was used to measure CBF through the carotid and

basilar vessels feeding the brain. This measures the phase shifts of moving

blood in a single slice, as shown in Figure 3.17. In the analysis, regions

of interest (ROIs) were identified in the left and right carotids and basi-

lar artery, and from this the velocity of the blood flow to the brain was

obtained. The PC-MRI sequence had a FOV of 150 x 100 mm, voxel reso-

lution of 1.15 x 1.15 mm, and 5 mm slice thickness, and was collected using
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a flip angle of 10°.

Figure 3.17: Cerebral blood flow phase contrast image over the left internal
carotid artery (LICA), right internal carotid artery (RICA) and basilar
artery (BA).

3.4.1.5 Cerebral oxygenation trough the assessment of blood oxy-

genation using TRUST

T2-relaxation-under-spin-tagging (TRUST) imaging quantifies venous oxy-

genation from measuring the T2 of venous blood in the sagittal sinus. From

this the oxygen extraction faction (OEF can be calculated, as shown in Fig-

ure 3.18. A section above the slice of interest is magnetically tagged so

that the blood in the imaging slice is outflowing. From this the OEF can

be calculated. The TRUST image has an FOV of 220 x 220 x 5 mm,3.4 x

3.4 mm voxels, a slice thickness of 5 mm and a flip angle of 90.
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Figure 3.18: TRUST difference image highlighting the sagittal sinus.

3.4.1.6 Time-of Flight angiography to study brain vasculature

A Time of Flight (TOF) angiography was used to obtain an image of blood

vessels, from which vessel number and radii can be calculated, as shown in

Figure 3.19. The time of flight angiogram was collected with FOV of 200

x 200 x 160 mm, 0.4 x 0.7 x 2 mm voxel size, 160 slices, TR of 21 ms and

TE of 4 ms. The results of this data are not shown in this thesis.

Figure 3.19: Maximal Intensity Projection map of a Time-Of-Flight (TOF)
image viewed a) axially and b) coronally
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3.4.1.7 Perfusion

In addition, perfusion of blood throughout the brain was measured using

a non-contrast based technique called Arterial Spin Labelling (ASL). This

sequence magnetically labeled a volume of water in the blood at a given

point, which then was able to use that label to measure the perfusion of

inflowing blood throughout the brain tissue. The arterial spin labelling

sequence used was a FAIR scheme and was acquired with FOV of 240 x

240 x 60 mm, 3.6 x 3.5 mm voxel size, 6 mm slice thickness and 90° flip

angle. The results of this data are not shown in this thesis.

3.4.2 Body MRI measures

3.4.2.1 Fat and muscle compartments

An mDIXON - multipoint DIXON scan - uses chemical shift to obtain water

and fat images, and in- and out of phase images, from which muscle and

fat body compartments can be calculated, as seen in Figure 3.20. This can

be used to assess whole body muscle and fat volumes and distribution, as

well as the fat fraction of a select tissue. In this study, specifically the fat

fraction of leg muscles and the thymus. A full body mDIXON was collected

in stacks of 1.5 mm in-plane and a 6 mm slice thickness, reconstructed to

1.92 x 1.92 x 3 mm voxels, flip angle 3, TR 10 ms, TE of 2 ms and 6

echoes. A high resolution mDIXON was also collected of the thymus, this

comprised four stacks, with a 1.5 x 1.5 x 2 mm voxel size, across 77 slices.

The thymus data is not shown in this thesis.
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Figure 3.20: Wholebody mDIXON

3.4.3 MR Cardiac measures

Cardiac MR measures were collected using aortic Phase Contrast MRI and

cine scans either in the long or short axis. From the cine scans, end systolic

volume (ESV) and end diastolic volume (EDV), were measured, from which

stroke volume (SV) was calculated by subtracting ESV from EDV. For all

scans, stroke volume was then used to calculate ejection fraction (EF),

as SV divided by EDV from the cine, or aortic PC-MRI measures allow

stroke volume to be calculated. Cardiac output (CO) was calculated as

stroke volume multiplied by heartrate, and cardiac index (CI) was cardiac

output adjusted for body surface area (BSA).

3.4.3.1 Phase Contrast Cardiovascular MRI

A PC-MRI method was used to measure flow through the aorta (AO) to

investigate stroke velocity, stroke distance, SV, EF, CO and CI. The AO

PC-MRI cardiac (Figure 3.21) measure was acquired free breathing in 1
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min 18 s before without compressed sense and 31 s with compressed sense

with FOV of 280 x 264 mm, 2 x 2 mm voxel size, a 10 mm slice thickness,

and flip angle of 15°.

Figure 3.21: Aorta Phase Contrast MR image.

3.4.3.2 Long Axis Cardiac Cine

Long axis scans were taken in single slices across the left ventricle to capture

a two chamber (2CH) view and a four chamber (4CH) view across the heart.

These scans yielded EDV, ESV, SV, EF and CI. Long axis cine images

(Figure 3.22) were acquired using balanced fast-field echo with a typical

repetition time of 3.4 ms, echo time of 1.7 ms, flip angle 45° acquisition

matrix of 195 x 195, 20-30 phases per cardiac cycle. Scans were taken in

a single 10 second breathhold at FOV of 300 x 300 x 118 mm with 2x 1.6

mm voxels in-plane, and a 8 mm slice thickness. Images were collected

regardless of the success of the breathholds, with some participants not

able to sustain breathholds for the full 10 seconds during exercise.
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Figure 3.22: Long Axis cardiac two chamber (2CH) and four chamber
(4CH) images shown, displaying end diastole in the two chamber (a) and
four chamber (b), and end systole in the two chamber (c) and four chamber
(d)

3.4.3.3 Short Axis Cardiac Cine

Short axis scans were taken axially across the left ventricle, capturing the

entire heart. These scans yielded left ventricle myocardium mass, strain,

EDV, ESV, SV, EF and CI. Short axis cine images (Figure 3.23) were

acquired using balanced fast-field echo with a typical repetition time of 3.4

ms, echo time of 1.7 ms, flip angle 45° 20-30 phases per cardiac cycle, with

one slice per breath hold. Scans were taken at FOV of 300 x 300 x 118 mm

with 2 x 1.6 mm voxels, and 8 mm slice thickness. To collect the entire

short axis stack required six breathholds.
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Figure 3.23: a) Four chamber long axis cine showing positioning of the
short axis slices and b) Example Short Axis cine slice with epicardium and
endocardium contours drawn in the left ventricle. Contours are taken from
CVI Circle software.

3.5 Summary

This chapter has provided the details of measures performed for the EX-

AGE study. The development testing of the Cardio-Step ergometer is ex-

plained and its use in the CPET protocol, as well the MR scanner. The

full sequence of the study days are outlined, and the MR scan acquisition

parameters described.
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Chapter 4

Muscle Segmentation of the

legs

4.1 Introduction

Skeletal muscle consists of several tissues including muscle fibres, connec-

tive tissues, and adipose tissue. Within the leg, the fat is distributed in

the subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT), the intermuscular adipose tissue

(IMAT) and intramuscular lipid (IntraMAT), as seen in Figure 4.1 from

[1]. These are also referred to as the extramuscular lipid tissue (EMCL)

and intramuscular lipid (IMCL) respectively, which will be the terms used

in this chapter. The boundary around the muscle is termed the fascia.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of skeletal muscle showing adipose tissue types in
a thigh cross section modified from [1]

Muscle mass and the amount of fat infiltration within the muscle tissues

(fat fraction) varies between individuals and pathologies, and can provide a

phenotypic marker that reflects the health of the individual or a character-

istic of a patient or demographic group. This can be especially important

when studying muscle composition and the effect of ageing and lifestyle -

where muscle atrophy can have a huge impact on quality of life in the age-

ing population. In Figure 4.2, taken from [2], an increase in the fat mass

can be seen in the lower active older subject (Figure 4.2B) compared to

the young (Figure 4.2A) and higher active older subject ( 4.2C). This can

decrease the storage of elastic energy and increase stiffness in the muscle

tendon unit, decreasing muscle activation and performance. Muscle insulin

resistance and fuel oxidation are also negatively impacted by fat infiltration

[3].
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4.1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 4.2: Loss of skeletal muscle size and quality during ageing which
can be seen to be mediated by exercise, as depicted by McLeod et al. [2].
A) Young subject B) Older low-activity subject C) Older higher activity
subject

.

Multiple methods are currently used to asses body composition in patients,

including single or multi-slice computerised tomography (CT) scans and

dual-energy X-ray absorptomitry (DEXA). DEXA is currently the most

commonly used, to measure fat mass, bone mineral content and lean mass,

with this including connective tissue, water and organs. However, Magnetic

Resonance Imaging (MRI) is increasingly of interest, as it can provide more

detailed and higher spatial resolution analysis by producing images of fat

(F) and water (W), as well as maps of the transverse relaxation time (T2*)

and quantitative metrics of the fat fraction (FF).

For many years, and until recently, the most effective way of quantifying

MRI muscle data has been to perform manual drawing around the areas

of interest using a dedicated image analysis programme, such as Horos

(www.horosproject.org). This however can be very time consuming and

can be susceptible to differing criteria if a universal rubric is not properly

established. In more recent years there have been increasing attempts to

automate the process to achieve muscle metrics with minimal manual inter-
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ference. Artificial Intelligence (AI) has recently been used to analyse both

CT data [4], and MRI data [5]. The AMRA™ (Advanced MR Analytics

AB, Linköping, Sweden) developed by Thomas et al [5] is a service plat-

form for the automatic segmentation of muscle measures from an mDixon

whole body MRI scan which has been shown to have a good correlation

between data collected at 1.5T and 3T field strengths [6]. Segmentations

using this tool have been shown to provide the ability to detect changes

after an exercise training intervention and show a good correlation with

segmentations from manual drawings [7]. Another example of the use of

this tool is its application to generate muscle segmentation on a patient

group of post-menopausal women to detect changes in thigh muscle, lower

leg muscles, abdominal muscles, and more specifically changes in the pec-

toralis, latissimus and rhoboideus following an exercise training program

[8].

While there is no doubt that this is a powerful tool, it remains proprietary

and requires the images to be sent externally and is a costly process. To

develop such AI machine learning tools locally requires AI expertise and

the availability of masks for training and validation of the machine learning

networks.

To address the limitations of a commercial package such as AMRA, in this

thesis chapter a semi-automated pipeline is developed based on an existing

brain segmentation tool (The FMRIB Software Library (FSL)’s FMRIB’s

Automated Segmentation Tool (FAST) [9]) that can be used with relative

ease and adapted to other studies without the need for the training required

by an AI machine learning tool. The segmentation of the legs in humans,

consisting on the calf and thigh, is the focus of this development in this

chapter, as these are the muscle groups hypothesised to show the greatest

difference with ageing and exercise, in this thesis between cyclists and their
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more sedentary peers. The semi-automatic method is compared to manual

masking and an AI machine learning convolutional neural network (U-

Net) for automatic segmentation which was developed in collaboration with

colleagues (Dr Xin Chen and Mr Zhendi Gong) in Computer Science at the

University of Nottingham. Measures are computed of muscle volume and

intramuscular fat fraction.

4.2 Methods

MRI provides a method of quantifying muscle volume and fat fractions of

the leg using images from whole body images, specifically here using a mul-

tipoint T2* corrected DIXON (mDIXON) scan. In 1984, Dixon proposed

a chemical shift imaging technique using 2-point in-phase (IP) and out-of-

phase (OP) images from a gradient echo imaging acquisition. From this

separate water (W) and fat (F) images can be generated [10] from:

W =
(IP +OP )

2
(4.1)

F =
(IP −OP )

2
(4.2)

The more recent modified Dixon (mDixon) uses Dixon with more flexible

echo times rather than collecting images with fixed in-phase and out-of-

phase echo times [11]. This allows decreased echo times and lower pixel

bandwidth for more efficient acquisition and higher SNR. On a Philips

scanner, the mDixon technique uses a 6 echo mDIXON Quant acquisition

to yield in-phase and out-of-phase images, water and fat images, and T2*

and quantified fat fraction which can be used to assess intramuscular fat
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fraction.

In this thesis, mDIXON Quant images were collected in 6 stacks at 2.5mm

x 2.5mm x 6mm. For each stack, 77 coronal slices were acquired, resulting

in a whole body acquisition, as detailed in Chapter 3. Example water, fat,

fat fraction and T2* images from this acquisition are shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Scanner output of mDIXON from combining the six stacks
showing the Water (W), Fat (F), Fat Fraction (FF), and T2* images. The
six overlapping stacks of 77 coronal slices are represented on the water
image in different colours.

To achieve quantifiable muscle volume measures from the lower leg mus-

cle of these images, a semi-automated analysis segmentation pipeline was

developed. Results of this are compared to manually drawn regions of

interest and AI methods, as well as results obtained using DEXA. Muscle

volume and fat fraction are then compared between subject groups, includ-

ing older trained (OT), older untrained (OU) and young untrained (YU)
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from the EXAGE study (see Chapter 5). Additionally, untrained healthy

volunteers (HV) from an Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) study were

combined together with the EXAGE YU to form a larger HV group, along

with examining Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) patients,

Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) patients, post-COVID-19 recovery pa-

tients and a group of older females deemed Pre-Frail. A breakdown of

numbers used per analysis technique (Table 4.17) and group demograph-

ics (Table 4.29) can be seen later in this chapter.

4.2.1 Semi-Automatic Pipeline Development for Mus-

cle Segmentation

The following sections outline the steps in the semi-automatic pipeline for

leg muscle segmentation.

4.2.1.1 Whole body image stitching and bias correction

The first step in the semi-automatic pipeline is to construct the whole

body mDIXON images. Across the length of the whole body, each coronal

mDIXON slice has large variations in intensity from head to toe that differ

from slice to slice as regions of the body move in and out of the field of view.

The scanner automatically stitches the 6 stacks of coronal images together

to generate a whole body image. However, when this is performed the on-

line stitching attempts to normalise over these stacks of differing intensity.

As a result, this normalises each coronal slice to differing baseline levels,

creating a striation effect in the axial and sagittal views of the scanner

combined mDIXON stacks, which is visible in Figure 4.4. When manual

drawing of regions of interest (ROIs) is performed on the coronal slices
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only, the scanner on-line stitched output image with these striations can be

used. But this variability in intensity is problematic for any semi-automatic

processing. To rectify this, a Matlab script was developed to take the

individual stacks that are saved off the scanner and stitch them together

following bias correction to remove this intensity variability.

Figure 4.4: Whole body mDIXON water image from the stitched scanner
output shown in coronal and sagital views. Note in the sagital view banding
can be seen, which is highlighted in the axial view of the leg. This is
corrected by offline stitching in Matlab.

To do this, the mDIXON data must be exported from the scanner in the

form of enhanced DICOM data. On conversion using ’dcm2nii’ this pro-

vides separate nifti files for each of the six stacks, for water (*a.nii.gz), fat

(*b.nii.gz), fat fraction (*real.nii.gz) and T2* (*.nii.gz). It was noted that

erroneously some files are output from the scanner with both the water and

fat as two volumes in the same ’*a.nii.gz’ image, this is addressed in the

next step. First, the semi-automatic Matlab code organises these files into

folders by type and checks for whether two volumes exist in a single image.

Where two volumes are present, the water and fat are separated out and

saved as individual images.
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The script then reads in each corrected stack and uses a graduated weight-

ing across the regions of overlap of the stacks to ensure a smooth resultant

image, the stacks are then stitched together. The water images are then

bias corrected using FSL’s FAST tool, as outlined in Figure 4.5. This re-

sults in a water image which can now be segmented based on a threshold.

Figure 4.5: The first three pre-processing steps in the semi-automatic seg-
mentation pipeline presented for the water image showing (1) the six stacks
of raw data on export from the scanner, (2) the stitched image and (3) the
bias corrected image.

4.2.1.2 Normalisation for skin

As the skin is primarily made up of water, like the muscle, it will remain

in the FAST segmentation of the water image. Initially, a Euclidian Dis-

tance Transform (EDT) method was trialled (as used in Section 4.2.1.4)

for removing extraneous non-muscle regions. But this was not successful

in most cases, as the areas of skin were too large and too connected to

other regions and so could not be separated without also breaking apart

the muscle. Therefore an alternative method was introduced to remove the
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skin by generating a skin mask (from the perimeter of the image from the

whole body fat image) and then applying this to the water image.

This was done by taking the perimeter of the fat image using Matlab’s

’bwperim’ function, filling it, then taking the perimeter again, first twice

sagitally (and dilating the perimeter slightly), then once axially, then coro-

nally, but excluding the dorsal 5 slices; as the calves are pressed up against

the scanner bed the skin and fat layer appear thinner here and removing

the perimeter in these slices would also remove muscle. The perimeter

mask achieved from all three axes was then labelled as the skin, as shown

in Figure 4.6. This skin layer was removed from the whole body water

image before it was pushed through any segmentations. This skin removal

can be thought to be perform a similar step to scalp removal using the

brain extraction tool (BET) for brain segmentation.
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Figure 4.6: Bias corrected water images shown in 3. Removal of the perime-
ter of the fat image which represents the skin is shown in 4, with the skin
to be removed shown in yellow.

4.2.1.3 Calf and Thigh segmentation

FAST in FSL has been developed to separate the brain into white matter,

grey matter, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [9], but can be applied to tis-

sue types in other body areas to generate partial volume estimate (PVE)

images. FAST uses multiple parameters, such as the number of PVE im-

ages to be exported. Initial testing of pushing the whole body image water

(W) or fat (F) images through FAST (FSL) did not produce satisfactory

results, as the greater variation of intensities found across whole body from

the legs and the torso comprising multiple internal organs yielded more

differentiation of segmentation. Therefore, since the goal of this chapter is
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to segment the leg muscles, to aid FAST segmentation of the leg muscles

the decision was made to introduce an initial step of performing a rough

crop around the general area of interest, divided into the right thigh, left

thigh, right thigh and right calf, as shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Polygonal manual crop (white outline) made roughly around
the region of interest within the leg, in this example this is shown for the
thigh.

For the calf rough ROIs, the whole body water image was first visually

inspected coronally to find a slice where the calf is relatively wide, then

a simple polygon was drawn around the region, including space around

the muscle to ensure coverage in all slices, but not extending into the

contralateral calf. This polygon was then extended to the rest of the image

and then applied to the fat and fat fraction images to extract the same

rough ROI from all.

For the thighs, the desired ROI excluded the gluteus maximus, rendering

a single ROI crop unsuitable coronally, as once extended through all the

slices it would include sections of the gluteus maximus if drawing from the
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ventral side, or exclude upper sections of the quadriceps if drawn dorsally.

Instead, rough polygons were drawn on the water image, first on every slice

where tissue is visible and contained under 2000 voxels, then every 10 slices

once the slice contained above 2000 voxels, with interpolation applied to

the intervening slices. These regions were then applied to the fat and fat

fraction images, as seen in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Outline of the single crop suitable for the calves (yellow) and
illustration of why this method cannot be applied to the thigh (red box and
undesired tissue in red). Also shown is an illustration of the multi-crop to
yield the thigh volume excluding the glutious maximus (green).

The rough cropped ROI (either single or multi-slice crop) is then pushed

through FSL’s FAST function to segment the image into three PVE com-

ponents (Figure 4.9). Dividing the image into four PVE components was

also tested. While on visual inspection this seemed to better isolate the
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muscles in a few subjects, in many others it over-parcelated the images,

excluding muscle. Thus three PVE segmentations were chosen as the best

muscle representation, with a comparison shown in Figure 4.10 to illustrate

this.

Figure 4.9: PVE map using the FAST command showing in i) the 3 PVE
components in yellow (muscle), light orange (subcutaneous and extramus-
cular lipid (SAT and EMCL) and dark orange (noise). ii) The resultant
final muscle mask on pipeline completion (bottom, red).

Figure 4.10: Results of the segmentation of the (i) Water (W) image show-
ing the muscle segmentation image that results using (ii) 3 PVE and (iii)
4 PVE components in FAST (FSL).

The use of the fat image instead of, or in conjunction with, the water image

was also tested with 3 PVE images, but this performed worse at muscle
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segmentation and did not add any additional useful information, as shown

in Figure 4.11, and so was not used.

Figure 4.11: Resultant muscle images applying FAST with 3 PVE to the
i) water and ii) fat image. Note the fat image removes some muscle and so
this was not used.

The final segmentation loop was iterated 4 times (I). It was found that

greater than 4 iterations added time but did not improve results, along

with a bias smoothing of full width half maximum (FWHM) of 20 mm (l)

using the FSL command:

fast −n 3 −H 0.1 −I 4 −l 20.0 −g −B −o < inputname > < outputname >

(4.3)

4.2.1.4 Final cleaning of the muscle mask

Using the results of FAST with 3 PVE components applied to the water

image, the resultant segmentation consisted primarily of the desired muscle

tissue (as shown in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11), but often included small

regions of noise, skin, or muscle of a different muscle group. To discard

erroneous regions in these segments, the script was further developed to

isolate and remove these areas, as shown in Figure 4.12. First a Euclidean

distance transform (EDT) was applied to the binary mask, giving a map of
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the distance between each voxel and its nearest non-zero voxel. Through

testing, a value of 2 was determined as the best distance to separate out

disparate objects, and any values under that value were removed from the

EDT map. A connectivity function (Matlab using the ’bwconncomp’ func-

tion) was then applied to this map, with the newly created gaps between

areas that had previously been adjacent, allowing for greater object sep-

aration. The objects to be removed were then determined based on size,

creating a mask of only the large, highly connected objects. This mask

was then dilated outwards 5 times to account for the EDT shrinkage. The

segmentation mask was then applied to this dilated EDT mask to remove

any areas where the dilation expanded the mask beyond the initial seg-

mentation mask and a final connectivity test was applied to ensure no new

small extraneous regions were introduced in the process.

Figure 4.12: Euclidean Distance Transform (EDT) and connectivity clean-
ing shown for an example thigh segmentation.

The final processing step was to ensure areas of erroneous fat were removed
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from tissue. A threshold of greater than 60 % was applied to the fat

fraction image to generate a fat mask, this was then applied to the water

mask. This acted to threshold out any areas of very high fat fraction

that were subcutaneous adipose tissue or physiologically implausible for

extramuscular lipid, Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13: High fat fraction threshold removal shown in an example on
the right calf.

4.2.1.5 Summary of the semi-automatic pipeline

The final leg muscle segmentation pipeline is shown in Figure 4.14. This

shows the stitched (2) and bias corrected (3) water image, removal of the

outer perimeter assumed to be skin (4), a rough ROI crop (5), which was

applied prior to FSL’s FAST into 3 segmentations (6), followed by removal

of extraneous regions using a Euclidean Distance Transform and removal

of any regions of implausibly very high fat fraction (7). The final mask

(8) was then used to calculate the muscle volume and was applied to the

intramuscular fat fraction image to compute the fat fraction within the

muscle of that volume. The manual selection of the rough ROIs could be

drawn in approximately 5-10 minutes per participant for all four regions.

All other steps can be batched and run as a group, without supervision,

overnight. Final visual inspections check the pipeline’s performance.
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Figure 4.14: Steps of the semi-automatic pipeline to generate the final
muscle segmentation of the legs.

4.2.2 Manual ROI for muscle segmentation

Manual ROIs were drawn on the mDIXON images using Horos software to

outline separately the calf and thigh. This was performed by two raters, Ms

Rosemary Nicholas on n=34 datasets and Dr Ayushman Gupta on n=14

datasets, 11 of which were within that same subset. Raters drew around

the muscle tissue on every fifth coronal slice, beginning on the first slice of

visible muscle, with an example slice show in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15: Manual Raters drawing ROIs on water mDIXON images in
Horos with each coloured outline representing one drawn ROI but not cor-
responding to specific muscle groups. Where multiple ROIs were drawn per
region (eg. left thigh) these were summed together to form one regional
ROI.
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Areas of non-selected slices are estimated by averaging the bookending

slices and applying this to the missing slices. Total muscle volume was

then calculated by multiplying the in-plane volume from the ROI of the

water image by the slice thickness. Each participant took approximately

one hour to complete the drawing of the four regions of interest.

4.2.3 DEXA for regional lean masses

Participants from the IBD and COVID-19 studies underwent DEXA (Lunar

prodigy, GE healthcare, Chicago, Illinois) by an IRMER (Ionising Radi-

ation (medical exposure) regulations) trained operator to determine bone

mineral density (BMD), lean mass (%) and total body fat mass (%), divided

into appendicular masses (arm and leg separately) and trunk, as shown in

Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16: DEXA showing lean body mass divided into regions, with leg
regions extending up to the hip

4.2.4 UNET for muscle segmentation

In parallel with this work on a semi-automatic segmentation, with collabo-

rators in Computer Science (Dr Xin Chen and Mr Zhendi Gong) a UNET

machine learning model to run independently to segment the whole body

mDIXON images was also developed as an alternative method. The UNET

method is outlined fully in the paper ’Thigh and Calf Muscles Segmenta-
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tion Using Ensemble of Patch-Based Deep Convolutional Neural Network

on Whole-Body Water-Fat MRI’ [12] and is summarised below.

The UNET methodology was performed on the stitched and bias corrected

whole body mDIXON images outlined in Section 4.2.1.1. As the thigh and

calf muscles are located in the bottom half of the body, firstly a reference

plane that is defined by the proximal end of the two femoral bones was

used to crop the bottom half of the body from the whole-body MRI. This

process was simple and quick and is currently performed manually. Then

the thigh and calf muscle regions were identified by applying a fixed ratio

(lower l1/L for the calf region and upper l2/L for thigh region, where L is

the height of the cropped volume) to split the volume into two overlapping

sub-volumes. Next, two patch-based binary-class 3D U-Net models with

the same network architecture were trained for thigh and calf muscle seg-

mentation separately, called ‘CalfModel’ and ‘ThighModel’. The UNET

was trained on semi-automatic masks (these were chosen as these remove

extramuscular fat and connective tissue). During model training, the in-

put volumes for each model were randomly cropped into many overlapping

regions and used as the input to train the models. In the model inference

process, the input cropped whole-body MRI was pre-processed using the

same procedure as for the training. The input volume was then divided

into non-overlapping 3D patches and input to the corresponding calf or

thigh model for muscle segmentation. Finally, a bespoke post-processing

method was used to combine the predicted outputs of the patches from

both models to form a whole-leg output and correct any mislabeled areas.

From these resulting segmentations muscle volume was then computed for

the calf and thigh.
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4.3 Statistical Analysis

Muscle masses and fat fractions values were compared between method-

ologies using linear regression and Bland Altman plot. When comparing

MRI derived values to DEXA, the MRI muscle volumes were converted to

mass by assuming a density of 1.04 g/cm3, and calf and thigh values were

summed to determine a leg mass to reflect the coarser granularity of the

DEXA scan. When comparing between patient groups Bonferoni corrected

ANOVA tests were used.

The ROI masks used in each methodology were additionally compared us-

ing the DICE similarity coefficient,
2× |X ∩ Y |
|X|+ |Y |

. In the manual drawings,

the slice chosen as the first slice with visible muscle varied between raters

and therefore offset all subsequent ROI slices. These masks were therefore

not comparable, and so a subset of n=7 subjects was used for the inter-rater

DICE comparison. All slices were used for the UNET and semi-automatic

comparisons.

4.4 Results

Beyond the data collected for the main study group of this thesis (the EX-

AGE group), in this chapter mDIXON MRI scans were also assessed from

healthy volunteers (HV), Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)

patients, Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) patients, post-COVID-19 re-

covery patients and those deemed as Pre-Frail. mDIXONs were used from

all these studies to develop and test the semi-automatic pipeline across a

range of muscle sizes for comparison to other methodologies. Due to study

limitations or time constraints, not all methods were assessed on all sub-
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jects. Figure 4.17 below details the distribution of datasets tested across

methodologies.

Figure 4.17: Distribution of datasets included from across studies and the
analysis methods performed on each.

4.4.1 Comparisons between segmentation methods to

estimate volume measures of the legs

4.4.1.1 Volume differences and Bland Altman plots for MRI seg-

mentations

Figure 4.18 compares the calf and thigh volume measures combined across

each leg obtained from the semi-automatic and manual segmentations. It

can be seen that when considering the data together the calf and thigh

muscle volumes correlate strongly overall, r(131) =0.973, p=0.001. Due

to a wider range of volumes for the thigh, thigh volumes are more highly

correlated between methods than calf volumes (calf r=0.69, thigh r=0.97).

The Bland-Altman of the volumes obtained with the semi-automatic and

manual method (Figure 4.18b) reveals that the calf volumes are similar

for the semi-automatic and manual with a bias of 114 grams (95% con-

fidence interval: -346 to 584 grams). In comparison, the semi-automatic-

segmentation-computed thigh volumes resulted in lower volumes than those
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computed from manual segmentation, with a bias of -540 grams (95% confi-

dence interval: -1000 to -80 grams). This difference is not due solely to the

larger size of the thigh, as seen in Figure 4.18c, where percent differences

still show a greater difference in thigh (-18.4%) than calf (6.9%).

Figure 4.18: a) Semi-automatic generated volumes versus manually drawn
volumes for the calf and thigh combined across legs. The linear regression
across calf and thigh volumes (dotted line) and the line of identity (solid
line). b-c) Bland Altman plot of the semi-automatic versus manual gener-
ated volumes differences (b) and percent differences (c) with mean (solid
line) and Upper and Lower limits (dashed line) are shown for the calf and
thigh.

This difference in absolute thigh volume between the two methods is thought

to arise from the exclusion of non-muscle tissue (extramuscular fat and con-
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nective tissue) in the semi-automatic segmentation, whilst this is included

for the manual method when drawing around large muscle groups without

delineating between them. This difference is discussed further below and

illustrated in Figure 4.22 when showing DICE similarity scores.

Figure 4.19: a) Inter-rater reliability of manually drawn ROIs for the calf
and thigh with linear regression of the group as a whole (dotted line) along
with the line of identity (solid line). b-c) Bland Altman plot of inter-
rater reliability of differences (b) and percent differences (c) with mean
(solid line) and Upper and Lower limits (dashed line) for the calf and thigh
separately.

A smaller subset of data was manually drawn by the two raters. The two
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raters had extremely high inter-rater reliability overall for segmentation of

the calf and thigh when considered together (n=11, ROIs=43), r(43) =

0.992, p=0.001 as well as when divided by region, (calf: r(21) = 0.967,

p<0.001, thigh: r(21) = 0.977, p<0.001). However, the volume results for

one rater were consistently slightly lower than the other rater with a bias

in the calf of -104 grams (95% confidence interval: -296 to 88 grams) and

a bias in the thigh of -222 grams (95% confidence interval: -559 to 115

grams), as shown in Figure 4.19b. The rater generating the lower volumes

was more experienced at quantifying MR images than the other rater, who

was a clinician. Percent differences between regions are consistent (-7.6%

for calf and -7.5% for thigh), as seen in Figure 4.19c. While it appears

from these initial findings that the manual method shows high reliability,

it should be noted that both of the manual drawing was only performed

on every 5th slice and thus largely interpolated, therefore it is difficult to

establish a true ’gold standard’.

Figure 4.20 compares the muscle volumes generated from the semi-automatic

and UNET segmentations and shows a correlation of r(141) =0.865, p<0.001

between muscle volumes, but with variability especially for the thigh (Fig-

ure 4.20a). A Bland-Altman plot, Figure 4.20b, reveals that the calf

volumes differences between the UNET and semi-automatic segmentation

has a bias of -228 grams (95% confidence interval: -903 to 449 grams)

broader than those found between the manual drawing and semi-automatic

a bias of -540 grams (95% confidence interval: -1000 to -80 grams). The

thigh volume segmentation had a bias of -402 grams between the UNET

and semi-automatic segmentation (95% confidence interval: -1507 to 703

grams), a larger confidence interval than between the manual and semi-

automatic segmentation volumes (-559 to 115 grams). By accounting for

the difference in size between the calf and the thigh, the semi-automatic
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and UNET are consistent in their percent difference in calf (-19.7%) and

thigh (-19.9%), as shown in Figure 4.20c. The percent differences are

similar to the difference found between manual and semi-automatic in the

thigh (18.4%), but higher than the calf (6.9%). UNET yields predomi-

nately lower volumes with a few highly variable exceptions, which will be

discussed further when examining the DICE correlations in Section 4.4.1.2.

Two UNET masks were removed from analysis due to improper cropping.
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Figure 4.20: a) Semi-automatic vs UNET generated volumes for the calf
and thigh with the linear regression of the group as a whole (dotted line) b-
c) Bland Altman plot of semi-automatic vs UNET volume differences (b)
and percent differences (c) with mean (solid line) and Upper and Lower
limits (dashed line) for the calf and thigh.

4.4.1.2 Dice similarity measures for the calf and thigh for MRI

measures

Dice similarity coefficients were used to investigate the overlap of the masks

generated from the manual, semi-automatic and UNET segmentation meth-
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ods. The overlay of the semi-automatic with manual segmentations gave a

mean DICE score of 0.828 +/- 0.037 for calf and thigh combined. Between

the two manual raters the DICE score was 0.924 +/- .037. Comparing

the machine learning UNET with the semi-automatic segmentation gave

a DICE of 0.908 +/- .049. See Figure 4.21 for a detailed breakdown the

DICE scores for the calf and thigh masks for each of the segmentation

methods.

Figure 4.21: Mean DICE scores for the thigh and calf compared across the
segmentation methodologies.

Figure 4.22 shows the mean DICE values for the calf and thigh along with

an example overlay of the manual and semi-automatic masks. The region

in white shows where the masks are in agreement, voxels in pink are those

which appear in the manual mask only, and those voxels in green are in

the semi-automatic mask only. The manual mask can be seen to include

areas between the muscle which are not included in the semi-automatic

mask. Much of the reduction in volume from the semi-automatic method

arises from the semi-automatic mask excluding areas of connective tissue

and high fat that are included in manual segmentations, however the semi-

automatic seems to overextend in some areas, and include knee cartilage as

seen in green the right calf in Figure 4.22. The overlap of the two manual

raters, Figure 4.23, shows only some differences at the borders as well as

between the muscles, but overall is closely matched. However, no attempt

was made by the manual raters to remove connective tissue and areas of
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high fat within the muscle.

When comparing the UNET and semi-automatic masks, DICE scores for

the calf overlay were very high (0.922), however, the UNET struggled on

some thigh masks. There were two sources of the UNET under-performance.

The first, when some bias remained in the water image post-correction

which the semi-automatic was able to identify as muscle, but the UNET

did not, as shown in the gaps within the masks seen in Figure 4.25. The

second source appears to be the initial crop done for the UNET masks,

which on occasion seems to cut off the tops on the thigh much more than

the semi-automatic crop did, also seen in Figure 4.25. On UNET masks

where the crop more closely matches the semi-automatic crop, the UNET

masks extends beyond what the semi-automatic mask does at the top and

bottom of the mask, with some minor areas also included between muscles

that are not included in the semi-automatic mask, as shown in Figure 4.24.

These images were chosen as representative of typical datasets.

Figure 4.22: Mean DICE score of overlay values of manual and semi-
automatic segmentations in each calf and thigh and an example dataset
showing the manual in pink, the semi-automatic in green and the area of
agreement in white
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Figure 4.23: Mean DICE score of overlay values of the interrater reliability
in each calf and thigh. Also shown is an example dataset showing the rater
one in pink, rater two in green and the area of agreement in white

Figure 4.24: Mean DICE score of overlay values of UNET and semi-
automatic segmentations in each calf and thigh. Also shown is an example
dataset showing the UNET in pink, the semi-automatic in green and the
area of agreement in white
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Figure 4.25: Mask overlays of different methodologies on an example water
image in the thigh, showing a manual segmentation (red), semi-automatic
segmentation (green) and UNET segmentation (yellow). This example
demonstrates faults found in some UNET masks, an example of a more
successful map can also be seen in Figure 4.24.

4.4.1.3 Comparison of MRI and DEXA measures

The differing regions covered must be kept in mind when comparing MRI

measures and DEXA measures, with DEXA extending higher than the

crops used for the MRI thigh measures. Figures 4.26 and 4.27 show

DEXA gives greater volume with a bias of 3500 g. Comparison of the

volume of the muscle from each leg from the semi-automatic segmentation

to a subset of n=42 volunteers that also received DEXA scans are shown

in Figure 4.26, correlations were good. There was a correlation of r(83)

= 0.885, p=0.001 of the semi-automatic leg volumes with DEXA, and the

comparison to the manually drawn measures was excellent, Figure 4.27,

with a correlation of r(39) = 0.97, p=0.001. To more accurately compare

how muscle volumes from the manual and semi-automatic segmentations

of MR images compared to the DEXA, only data that is present in both

subsets is plot in Figure 4.28. It can be seen that the manual segmentation

results have a slightly higher (r=0.969) correlation to the DEXA volume

than the semi-automatic derived volumes (r=0.908). While the correlations

are strong, the absolute values of the results differ greatly with DEXA

yielding high volume measures likely due to resolution, see Figure 4.16,

and inclusion of connective tissue and water, see Discussion.
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Figure 4.26: Muscle volumes computed with DEXA versus semi-automatic
ROIs from mDIXON. The linear regression across left and right volumes
(dotted line). b) Bland Altman plot of the DEXA versus semi-automatic
volumes differences (b) and percent difference (c) with mean (solid line)
and Upper and Lower limits (dashed line) shown.
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Figure 4.27: Muscle volumes computed with DEXA versus manually drawn
ROIs from mDIXON. The linear regression across left and right volumes
(dotted line). b-c) Bland Altman plots of the DEXA versus manual gen-
erated differences (b) and percent difference (c) with mean (solid line) and
Upper and Lower limits (dashed line) shown.
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Figure 4.28: DEXA versus semi-automatic segmentation and manual seg-
mentation showing only data present in both subsets

4.4.2 Application of semi-automatic segmentation es-

timated leg muscle mass across subject groups

mDIXON MRI scans were collected in healthy volunteers (HV), older trained

(OT), older untrained (OU), Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)

patients, Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) patients, post-COVID-19 re-

covery patients and those deemed as Pre-Frail. The demographics for these

groups are summarised in Figure 4.29. Body surface area (BSA) was used

to correct for muscle volume before doing any group comparisons.
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Figure 4.29: Participant demographics across patient groups

The semi-automatic segmentations were used to compute body-surface-

area-normalised-leg-muscle-volume. These revealed significant differences

between the volunteer groups, after covarying for age and sex, and Bon-

ferroni correction, as shown in Figure 4.30. In the calf, there was a sig-

nificant group effect of muscle volume, F(6) = 6.304, p=0.001, and effect

of sex, F(1) = 5.377, p=0.023. The only within group effect of sex was in

the COVID-19 patients, where women had smaller calf volumes than men

(p=0.022). The COPD and IBD groups showed the most group differences,

with the COPD patients having smaller calf volumes than COVID-19 recov-

ery patients and healthy volunteers in both males (p=0.001 and p=0.017)

and females (p=0.014 and p=0.02). For males, IBD patients had signif-

icantly smaller calf volumes than COVID-19 recovery patients (p=0.005)

and healthy volunteers (p=0.02). Thigh volume also significantly differed

across groups, F(6) = 2.604, p=0.024, and had an effect of sex, F(1) =

13.123, p<0.001. There were more significant sex differences within groups

in the thigh, with women having smaller thigh volumes than men in the

COVID-19 group (p=0.002) and in the healthy volunteers (p=0.024), and

women had trend level smaller thighs in the IBD group (p=0.052). How-
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ever, between group differences were not as apparent, and only occurred in

the males, with the COPD group having significantly smaller thigh volumes

than the COVID-19 group (p=0.32) and the older trained group (p=0.012).

Figure 4.31 shows the mean fat fractions within tissue differed signif-

icantly across groups, although only in the men, with the women ex-

hibiting greater variability. In the calf, male groups differed significantly,

F(6)=5.747, p<0.001, driven by higher fat fractions in the COVID-19 and

COPD groups. The COVID-19 group had significantly higher fat fractions

than the healthy volunteers (p=0.008), the older trained group (p<0.001)

and the older untrained group (p<.001). The COPD patients had higher fat

fractions than the older trained group (p=0.004). The thigh fat fractions

also showed significant group differences, F(6) = 5.627, p<0.001, again

driven by high COPD and COVID-19 fat fractions. COPD patients had

higher amounts of fat compared to the healthy volunteers (p=0.008), the

IBD patients (p=0.019), the older trained group (p<0.001) and the older

untrained group (p<0.001). The COVID-19 group also differed signifi-

cantly from the older trained group (p=0.004). The fat fraction group

differences are driven by unusually high values in the COPD group that

could be reflective of a pathological feature. However, the COPD group

did show considerable variability in both thigh and calf fat fraction levels

and have a small sample size (4), so conclusions should not be drawn from

these results.
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Figure 4.30: Calf and thigh BSA-corrected muscle volumes across older
trained (OT) and older untrained (OU) from the EXAGE study, healthy
volunteers (HV), Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) pa-
tients, Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) patients, post-COVID-19 recov-
ery patients (COVID-19) and those deemed as Pre-Frail (PRE-FRAIL).
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Figure 4.31: Calf and thigh muscle intramuscular fractions across older
trained (OT) and older untrained (OU) from the EXAGE study, healthy
volunteers (HV), Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) pa-
tients, Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) patients, post-COVID-19 recov-
ery patients (COVID-19) and those deemed as Pre-Frail (PRE-FRAIL).
Significant differences between groups for p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001 are
shown.

4.5 Discussion

Muscle volume and fat fractions are useful and physiologically important

measures, both for cross sectional studies across groups and for use in

longitudinal studies such as to study the response to a training interven-

tion. These measures are most commonly assessed by DEXA indirectly by

looking at lean tissue mass or manually drawing around mDIXON slices

collected using MRI. However, DEXA has radiation exposure which must
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be considered, and the method provides low spatial detail with body thick-

ness, hydration status and water retention affecting the results. Whilst

manual drawing on MRI whole body mDIXON scans is labour intensive

and time consuming. The semi-automatic pipeline developed in this thesis

chapter was built around FSL’s FAST and thus provides an easy, accessi-

ble way of quickly analysing mDIXON data for estimating muscle volume

and intramuscular fat fraction. Manually drawing around leg muscles in

mDIXON MRI images can allow for greater specificity if a particular muscle

is desired, but when investigating multiple muscle groups this will increase

analytical variation due to deviations in human choice, and is not as robust

at discarding the extramuscular lipid (fat) and connective tissue between

different muscle groups. The bias in muscle volumes determined by the

semi-automatic compared to the manual method can be attributed to the

extramuscular fat and connective tissue which is assigned as muscle tissue

by the manual raters but excluded in the semi-automatic method. This

could be important to future studies aiming to investigate the relation-

ship between muscle mass and body fat in ageing and disease and allow

for greater investigation of fat infiltration in muscle in such conditions as

sacropenic obesity. This was particularly evident in the thigh which had a

bias of -540g, or -17% of the mean thigh volume over both methods. The

semi-automatic pipeline is much faster and less labour intensive than man-

ual drawing. It also removes the human element of choice, though this did

not prove to be large in this small subset of data, but some variability is

to be expected. The UNET had more variability that the semi-automatic

method, especially for the thigh, as shown from the Bland Altman plot and

higher standard deviation of DICE similarity scores. The UNET method

was less able to cope with inhomogeneities remaining in the water im-

ages after bias-correction than the semi-automatic pipeline. This could be

ameliorated by exploring other methods of correcting the water image, or
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increased training of the UNET. Ideally, the UNET could be further trained

to create the thigh and calf masks from the whole body image instead of

a cropped version. Further training with the UNET on more thigh regions

should improve its performance. This will require initial masks from which

to train on, and the semi-automatic pipeline allows for the creation of such

masks whilst also providing the benefit of training data that remove extra-

muscular fat and connective tissue, at a much lower time cost than manual

drawing and exclusion of these areas.

The semi-automatic method and manual methods were compared to DEXA,

with results showing a consistent bias of MRI measures of muscle mass com-

pared to DEXA, with DEXA yielding values of 3000g higher. This is likely

due to DEXA including a wider volume coverage of DEXA which include

up to the hip and includes all non-bone and non-fat tissue, and also the

much coarser granularity than the MRI mDIXON images. However, a very

good correlation was shown between the manual segmentations and DEXA

at r=0.97, with a lower correlation of r=0.89 for semi-automatic segmenta-

tions. Note the better correlation for manual methods than semi-automatic

likely as manual includes all connective tissue and extramuscular fat. Prior

studies comparing lean soft tissue from thigh DEXA with cross sectionally

determined MRI manual method have shown correlations in similar ranges

(r2=0.88, p<0.001 [13] and r2=0.96, p<0.001 [14]). It should be also

noted that DEXA will only give values in larger body regions, e.g. left

leg and right leg, and once acquired cannot be further divided into smaller

regions if desired. The semi-automatic pipeline groups the muscles into calf

and thigh, from mDIXON images, and so can be revisited at any time if

finer granularity is desired. The datasets studied in this chapter have been

compiled from multiple studies that collected the same mDIXON whole

body scans. Their use here is primarily to test the automatic segmentation
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pipeline’s effectiveness. While it is useful to look at the group differences as

a method of examining the tool’s sensitivity, the groups are not balanced

or controlled to the healthy volunteer group, which were pooled from those

collected for each study. When compared to the healthy volunteers, the

significant results were smaller calf volumes for the COPD and IBD male

groups, and larger intramuscular fat fractions in men in the COVID-19

calf and COPD thigh. Between the other groups, COVID-19 patients had

significantly larger calf volumes than COPD patients and IBD patients (in

males only) and larger thigh volumes the COPD group (in males only).

The older trained group also had higher thigh volumes than the COPD

group. Notably, the COVID-19 group had significantly higher intramuscu-

lar fat fractions than both the older trained and older untrained groups,

and the COPD patients had higher fat fractions than the older trained

group. COPD patients had higher amounts of fat compared to the IBD

patients, the older trained and older untrained groups. The COVID-19

group also had higher intramuscular fat than the older trained group.

In future work, the mDIXON images could be used to compute subcuta-

neous adipose tissue (SAT) and extramuscular lipid (EMCL) from other

PVE segmentations. Some attempt was made at developing this, but was

complicated by the greater types of adipose tissue covered by one PVE com-

ponent, including bone marrow adipose tissue as well as SAT and IMAT.

In conclusion, this semi-automatic pipeline can be used on multiple datasets

for comparison of muscle volume and intramuscular fat fraction between

groups. It allows for more rapid comparison of large datasets than man-

ual drawing and does not require any retraining that a machine learning

pipeline might need for new cohorts.
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Chapter 5

Muscle structure and effects of

ageing and exercise

5.1 Introduction

With ageing there are noticeable declines in muscle strength, motor con-

trol, balance, and gait. These are largely driven by a reduction in muscle

mass and neuromuscular function [1]. Muscle mass was been reported to

decrease at a rate of 0.64-0.98% per year from the age of 65 years [2] with

muscle mass loss twice as high in the lower body than the upper [3]. Loss

of muscle mass is associated with increased fall rates and all-cause mor-

tality [4] with sarcopenic participants being found to be over three times

more likely to have a fall than non-sarcopenic controls [5]. Engelke et al.

also found 37% lower thigh muscle volume between ages 40 to 70 years,

but the relationship was quadratic and not linear, with muscle volume also

greater by 8% from ages 20 to 40 years [6]. Hogrel et al. also compared

a young and older group and found 22% lower thigh muscle volume in the

older group [7].
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The Engelke et al. study also investigated fat infiltration in sedentary men

used MR images to measure the percentage of fat within the thigh muscle,

and found 1.3% greater fat fraction per year [6]. Farrow et al. examined

specific muscles within the thigh in three age groups, and found higher

fat fractions in the hamstrings and quadriceps between the youngest (26

+/- 8 years) and oldest (79 +/- 5 years) [8]. The fat fraction within

muscle correlated to gait speed, grip strength and muscle power measured

by isokinetic knee extensions. In the Hogrel et al. study, fat fraction was

found to be 87% higher in the older group than the young in the thigh [7].

A separate study by Schwenzer et al. using MR imaging of the calf showed

greater fat fraction in an older group than a younger group [9].

An active lifestyle comprising exercise has been found to attenuate sar-

copenia, body fat accumulation and inflammation [10], and intermuscular

adipose tissue infiltration [11]. Bed rest studies that severely limit physical

activity levels demonstrate the role of activity in retaining muscle mass,

resulting in lower muscle volume and power to a greater degree in older

participants than younger [12].

A large longitudinal study of older adults by Buchman et al. [13] (mean

age 80 years) found higher rates of physical activity were associated with

a slower rate of mobility decline, as measured by a timed-up-and-go task.

For each additional weekly hour of activity, average decline in mobility

was reduced by 3 percent. The population examined had levels of physical

activity that were relatively low in intensity and duration (0-35 hours per

week, mean, 3.0 h/wk; SD, 3.6 h; 10th percentile, 0 h/wk; 90th percentile,

7.0 h/wk).

The functional power of muscles has been shown to decrease to a greater

degree than can be accounted for by mass loss alone. In a five year longi-
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tudinal study by Delmonico et al. [14] a decline in strength, as measured

by knee extensor torque, was found to be 2–5 times more than the loss of

cross sectional area (CSA) of the thigh as measured by CT, and in other

longitudinal studies a decline in strength was found to be 3 times greater

than the muscle atrophy measured by DEXA [15, 16].

Changes of muscle function have been examined by investigating motorneu-

rons in addition to muscle strength. Neuronal motor unit structural and

functional differences have been observed in older populations. A differ-

ence in motor units in the vastus lateralis in the quadriceps has been found

with age even in the absence of sarcopenia [17], as well as lower motor

unit firing rates [18]. This difference in motor unit loss has been shown

to be compensated for by motor units increasing in size and enervating

more muscle fibres. However this does not occur if the individual is sar-

copenic [19] and is more successful in highly active older people [20, 21].

Conversely, the Baltimore Longitudinal study of ageing found increases in

motor unit firing with ageing [22], with the older groups using greater firing

rates to achieve lower force levels. The stability of the stimulation of the

muscle fibre can also be measured by investigating neuromuscular junction

transmission, the synaptic transmission between the motorneuron and the

muscle fibre that stimulates the action potential and muscle contraction.

Previous studies have found greater instability with age [17, 18, 23], but

this has been found to be modulated by high levels of physical activity

[24].

The current chapter aims to investigate ageing in relation to muscle vol-

ume, strength and motor control in the EXAGE study, comprising of older

male endurance cyclists, termed an older trained (OT) group, age-matched

controls who are untrained (OU), and a younger untrained (YU) group.

Because an maximal exercise task had to be completed with sufficient data
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points to participate in this study, the task created a minimum required

strength to participate and those who could not complete the task would be

excluded. This created YU and OU groups that were not truly sedentary as

found in other studies, and so differences in muscle strength are expected

to be less pronounced. The recruitment to this study necessitated being

able to maintain a medium intensity exercise, therefore the non-exercising

control groups will not be expected to show as low motor performance as

the Boyle study.

The hypothesis was that the YU group would have greater leg muscle vol-

ume, lower fat fraction, greater strength and greater motor function than

both older groups (OT and OU), but the OT group having muscle volumes

and motor control more closely matched to the YU group than the OU

group. Full methods for each task described in this chapter are detailed in

Chapter 3.

5.2 Effect of age and exercise level on mus-

cle volume and fat fraction measured

with MRI

The results shown in this section are those of the semi-automatic pipeline

applied to the wholebody mDIXON images (as shown in Chapter 4, Figure

4.14) described in Chapter 4 in the groups of the EXAGE study. An

example dataset with muscle volume and fat fraction masks for calf and

thigh in shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Example thigh (red) and calf (blue) masks created through the
semi-automatic pipeline for muscle volume (right) and fat fraction (left,
where lighter colours indicated higher fat fraction)

The demographics of these groups are shown in Figure 5.2. A t-test re-

vealed no significant difference in age between the two older groups (F(14)

= 1.979, p=0.305). In BMI, there was a significant difference when ex-

amining all three groups (F(2,23) = 3.68, p=0.043), with the YU group

having a lower mean BMI than the OU group (p=.047) but not the OT

(p=.172), and no difference between the two older groups (p=1.00). The

BSA method of composition estimation did not show significant differences

between groups (F(2,23) = 2.742, p =.088).
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Figure 5.2: Demographics of participants included in the EXAGE study in
the muscle composition analysis

5.2.1 Muscle Volume for the Leg

The leg calf and thigh muscle volume from the semi-automatic segmenta-

tions were normalised for body surface area (BSA) (see Chapter 4). The

calf muscle volumes showed no significant differences between the EXAGE

groups, as shown in Figure 5.3, both when adjusted for BSA (in the calf,

F(2,23) = 0.71, p=0.503, and thigh F(2,22) = 1.595, p=0.228) and in ab-

solute terms (in the calf, F(2,23) = 2.26, p=0.13, and thigh F(2,22) = 1.05,

p=0.369). Although no significant differences were found for the thigh, it

should be noted that thigh masses had low variability within groups for the

OT (1701 g +/- 105) and OU (1564 g +/- 80), but were highly variable in

the YU group (1841 g +/- 308).
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Figure 5.3: Absolute muscle mass of the (a) calf and (b) thigh and BSA
corrected muscle mass for the calf (c) and thigh (d) for the Older Trained
(OT), Older Untrained (OU) and Younger Untrained (YU) groups.

5.2.2 Intra-Muscular Fat Fraction

Fat fraction values are taken as the fat percentage in each voxel across the

muscle mask, with means calculated using a Gaussian curve as describe in

Chapter 4. When studying intramuscular fat fraction, there was a signif-

icant difference for the calf (F(2,21) = 7.225, p=0.005), see Figure 5.4.

The YU group had lower calf fat fraction than the OT (p=.043) and OU

(p=.005), but the two older groups did not differ significantly in calf mus-

cle fat fraction (p=0.828). Muscle fat fraction did not differ in the thigh

(F(2,21) = 1.537, p=0.242). The YU group had a large variance in fat

fraction, particularly in the thigh, with one participant’s data removed due

to MR artifacts in the thigh.
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Figure 5.4: Leg muscle fat fraction in the a) calf and b) thigh for the OT,
OU and YU groups.

5.3 Physical Function

This section outlines the results of the physical function tests performed in

the EXAGE YU, OU and OT groups. For methods see Chapter 3.

In brief, a timed-up-and-go (TUG) test involving standing from a chair,

walking 3 metres before returning to the chair and sitting, was administered

and an accelerometer was used to indicate determine siting and standing
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points. Additionally, the accelerometer measured jump height and power

test was performed, and a Cybex isokinetic and isometric dynanometer

was used to assess maximal voluntary isometric contraction (MVC) of the

dominant leg as well and isokinetic work output, or fatigability. A balance

board was used to measure standing and one-footed balance.

Logistical, scheduling and technical difficulties limited the acquisition of

these measures in some participants. With the exception of the cybex

isometric strength and isokinetic work done tests the measures discussed

in the section will reflect the OT and OU groups only. The demographics

of these groups can be seen in Figure 5.5, where it can also be seen that

the OU group is underpowered in these measures.

Figure 5.5: Demographics of participants included in the EXAGE study
for the TUG, jump, cybex isokinetic and isometric contractions, balance
and iEMG measures.

5.3.1 Time-up-and-go (TUG) test

No significant differences were found in the TUG test in measures of a)

the total time taken to complete the task, b) time taken to stand from a

seated position, and c) time taken to sit in the chair from standing, as seen

in Figure 5.6. All participants were classified as independent, none taking

longer than the 12 seconds determined to indicate a fall risk.
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Figure 5.6: Timed-up-and-go test results. Note lower times indicate greater
motor function and control. No differences were seen between the OT and
OU groups for a) total time, b) sit to stand time, or c) stand to sit time

5.3.2 Jump Test

There were no differences in jump height or power between the older groups

(Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.7: Jump Test results showing a) jump height, b) jump height cor-
rected for participant height (centimeters height hump for meters height),
and c) jump power in the OT and OU groups.

5.3.3 Isometric and isokinetic contractions

Isometric MVC force was greater in the YU group (F(2,18)=5.31, p=0.017,

compared to the OT (p=0.031) and OU (p=0.041) groups, as shown in Fig-

ure 5.8a. Muscle quality can also be interrogated by calculating MVC per

unit of thigh muscle volume (Figure 5.8b), where the YU group had better

muscle quality (F(2,18)=9.7, p=0.002, compared to the OT (p=0.006) and

OU (p=0.004) groups. These MVCs can also be seen to be significantly cor-

related (p<.001) with BSA-corrected thigh volume, shown in Figure 5.8c,
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R2=0.74, F(1,16)=29.58.

Figure 5.8: a) Isometric maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) of the
quadriceps b) MVC per unit of thigh muscle volume across the OT, OU
and YU groups and c) correlation of MVC with absolute thigh volume.

There were significant differences between groups in the total work per-

formed over 20 repeated isokinetic contractions, F(2,16)=5.35,p=0.019.

The OU group performed lower overall work than the YU (p=0.019).

The difference between the OU and OT groups did not reach significance

(p=0.074), however when taken into account with the similarity of work be-
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tween the OT and YU (p=1), there is a suggestion that a larger sample size

may support the OU lower work overall (Figure 5.9a). When muscle qual-

ity is assessed by examining total work done per unit of thigh muscle vol-

ume, the lower OU muscle quality becomes apparent (F(2,16)=9.68,p=0.003),

as shown in Figure 5.9b. The OU group had significantly lower muscle

quality than both the OT (p=0.009) and YU (p=0.003) groups, with no

difference between the OT and YU groups (p=1.00).

Figure 5.9: a) Total work over 20 isokinetic repetitions and b) total work
done per unit of thigh muscle volume, shown for the OT, OU and YU
groups
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5.4 Motor Control

5.4.1 Balance

Bilateral and unilateral balance tests were conducted on an electronic force

pressure plate (RS Footscan), as described in Chapter 3. Each trial was 30

seconds and participants were allowed to practice before the final recording.

Measures to be recorded were the travel distance of the foot or feet on the

balance board, and the total elliptical area of that travel distance, where

lower values indicate better stability and motor control.

Figure 5.10: Balance board example output, where lower values reflect less
distance travelled and better balance.

There were no differences between the groups in either the standing or

one footed balance travel distances (Figure 5.11) or elliptical area (Fig-

ure 5.12), where lower values reflect less distance travelled and better

balance. The elliptical area when stood on two feet was the closest to

reaching significant difference at p=.116, with greater stability in the OT,

but the variability in the underpowered OU group is too great to indicate
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differences.

All but one older participant could not balance on one foot with their eyes

closed for the full 30 seconds, therefore it was not possible to collect travel

distance or area data and this measure has been excluded from the analysis.

In some cases where balance was poor in the eyes open tests, eyes closed

was not attempted at all.

Figure 5.11: Balance travel distance for a) the left foot, b) the right foot,
and c) both feet.
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Figure 5.12: Balance elliptical area for a) the left foot, b) the right foot,
and c) both feet.

5.4.2 Intramuscular Electromyography

Intramuscular electromyography (iEMG) using a single electrode measuring

motor unit firing in the vastus lateralis (VL) was used to measure motor

unit firing rate at isokinetic contractions with participants keeping as close

as possible to a target set at 25% MVC with real-time visual feedback (see

Chapter 3). Their ability to remain on target is measured as the covariance

of the force trace and yields a force steadiness measure. Neuromuscular

junction transmission instability can be measured from the variability in
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consecutive near fibre motor unit potentials [25].

There was no significant difference in force steadiness between the groups,

as seen in Figure 5.13a, where lower values indicate better control. There

was also no significant difference in motor unit firing rates between groups,

as seen in Figure 5.13b. The difference in motor unit firing rate variability

did not reach significance, but there was a trend level difference between

groups The OT group had lower variability than the OU (p=.062) as seen

in Figure 5.13c.

Figure 5.13: iEMG test results for a) Force Steadiness, b) motor unit firing
rate, and c) motor unit firing rate variability
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5.5 Discussion

This chapter explored the relationship between ageing and exercise on leg

muscle volumes, fat fraction and whole body physical function. The impact

of a highly active lifestyle on the OT group compared to the OU group

was not apparent in most measures, but there were some indications that

larger sample sizes that would reduce variability are worth pursuing in

these measures in future studies, and are useful markers of the extent of

the impact of a highly active lifestyle.

In the EXAGE groups, there were no muscle volume differences that are

typically associated with ageing as typically some muscle atrophy is present

in older individuals [2], suggesting both older groups had greater physical

fitness and muscle health than might be found in the general population of

their age group. There were also no difference between the older trained and

untrained groups; the trained group were all long distance cyclists, which

is an endurance sport and does not provide the resistance training more

commonly associated with muscle volume building and strength training

[26]. Another possibility is the quadratic relationship to muscle volume

and age found by the Engelke et al study [6], where muscle volume had a

positive relationship to age from ages 20 to 40 years. The younger group in

this thesis was aged 24 +/- 3 years, and thus may not have shown as many

differences to the older groups as a group in their thirties. However, other

studies have found clear differences in thigh muscle volume in these age

ranges [27], thus it is more likely that the study is simply underpowered.

In addition to this, the untrained group were required to be able to com-

plete the exercise task and therefore had some muscle strength and physical

fitness. The OU participants who came forward for the study were un-

trained and did not perform cardiovascular exercises, but lived otherwise
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active lifestyles, including short daily walks and gardening, for example.

In the general population more sarcopenia would be expected in an oth-

erwise healthy age matched control group. A systematic review looking

at sacropenia in community-dwelling older adults found, depending on the

definition used, 9.9 to 40.4% prevalence rates [28].

To truly investigate this, measurements would need to be collected on an-

other group that was not selected for their ability to do the exercise task,

such as a pre-frail group. The data from the Pre-frail group (from the

PHENOFRIM study) was included in Chapter 4. This group was shown

to have the lowest calf volumes, but only female participants were enrolled

to the PHENOFRIM study and so they cannot be compared to the male

EXAGE OT and OU groups.

The YU group had lower calf fat fraction than both the older groups, show-

ing greater age-related fat infiltration unrelated to fitness levels, aligning

with Schwenzer et al.’s findings [9]. There was no significant difference in

fat fractions between older groups or in the thigh, though the YU group

had high variance driven by larger fat fractions in one participant. This

participant had a z-score of 2.2, and thus did not meet the threshold to be

considered an outlier, but with a larger sample size would likely become

sufficiently distinct to be excluded, and yield a YU group with significantly

lower fat fraction that the older groups. Other studies have found signif-

icant differences in fat fraction in the thigh, such as Engelke et al. [6],

Farrow et al. [8] and Hogrel et al. [7] who all found greater fat fraction

in an older group than a younger one. Comparing past studies introduces

some difficulty in a lack of standardization in definition of muscular fat frac-

tion. The Engelke et al. study separates muscular fat fraction and inter-

muscular adipose tissue (IMAT), and defines IMAT as the combination of

extracellular adipose tissue between muscle groups and of larger adipocyte
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agglomerations within muscle [6]. This seems to reflect best the fat frac-

tion used in this study, excluding IMAT, where fat between muscle groups

would be excluded in the semi-automatic segmentation, and areas within

the muscle would be excluded if they were large enough and had sufficient

fat content. However, the Interdisciplinary Workshop at the National In-

stitute on Aging stated that myosteatosis included three components ”(a)

intermuscular adipose tissue (IMAT), the extra-myocellular adipose tissue

found beneath the fascia and in-between muscle groups; (b) intramuscular

adipose tissue, the extramyocellular adipose tissue found within an indi-

vidual muscle; and (c) intramyocellular lipids (IMCL)” [29]. Under this

definition, this thesis would have excluded areas of fat fraction that are

deemed intramuscular adipose tissue. In a meta-analysis of the effects of

exercise interventions, only a small effect of exercise intervention was found

for intramuscular and intermuscular accumulation [30], however most of

the interventional studies were resistance training.

As expected, there were no differences in the timed-up-and-go test as all

participants were independently functional and reported no significant im-

pacts of frailty on lifestyle or everyday tasks. Greater physical activity

has been associated with reduced risk of developing impairments in activ-

ities of daily living [31], but all participants in this study did not exhibit

impairments.

The YU had higher isometric maximal voluntary contractions (MVCs) of

the quadriceps than the both older groups, and these MVCs significantly

correlated with thigh muscle volume across groups, similar to results found

by Farrow et al. [27] who showed correlations between muscle volume and

MVC.

On the isokinetic work output test, the OU group performed lower overall
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work than the YU, and at trend level also lower than the OT group, while

there was no difference between the YU and OT. Extending the number

of repetitions of the total work test could prove valuable in detecting the

impact of endurance training on muscle function in ageing in future. Clear

differences were however visible in the muscle quality in the isokinetic total

work output, with the older trained showing similar muscle quality to the

young untrained, while the older untrained were able to output significantly

less work than both. While participating in high levels of endurance phys-

ical activity does not improve muscle mass, the quality of that muscle is

preserved equal to a younger group, while the untrained show lower levels.

Postural sway increases with ageing and is associated with greater fall risk

[32], and static balance can be used to measure sway. There were no dif-

ferences in measured balance between groups, though the near significance

in elliptical area between the OU and OT when standing on two feet in

such underpowered groups suggests it would be a useful measure to col-

lect in future studies with larger sample sizes. A systematic review found

a moderate effect of physical activity on balance, though the age range

was younger than this study at 40 to 65 years old [33]. The studies that

measured balance were mostly studies whose exercise intervention included

some form of balance training. As the older trained participants were cy-

clists, it would be interesting to examine whether the balance require to

cycle translates to standing balance. A one-year interventional moderate

intensity endurance training programme found improved standing balance

in older participants [34].

Initial data collection also included a test on one foot with eyes closed. This

proved too difficult for the older groups, with all but one unable to complete

the 30 seconds, and so data is not available to compare. The young were

able to complete the eyes-closed task, and so it can be stated that the older
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groups had worse eyes-closed balance than the young, although the more

detailed measures are not available. A measure to quantify this without

having to complete the 30 seconds on the balance board could prove useful

in the future. Decreases in motor unit firing rate with ageing seen in other

studies [18] were not able to be investigated here, but the OT had better

trend level better firing rate stability than the OU. With the inclusion of

a younger dataset and further participants, the relationship between these

strength and motor control measures could be better understood.

Endurance training in ageing did not reveal significant differences in most

muscle structure and function measures compared to their not highly ac-

tive, but not sedentary, peers in this small study, however trend level dif-

ferences suggest further research could uncover substantial findings. The

small sample sizes greatly limited the power of the chapter, particularly

the measures such as the jump, balance and iEMG that were collected at

the Royal Derby Hospital and necessitated travel to a third site, which was

not possible in all cases.
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Chapter 6

The impact of lifelong exercise

and age on the cardiovascular

responses to acute exercise and

recovery in healthy volunteers

6.1 Introduction

Cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) or maximum oxygen uptake (VO2max)

reflects the capacity of the cardiovascular, respiratory and skeletal muscle

systems to collectively provide oxygen to tissues and extract and utilise it

in response to steady state moderate or high intensity exercise. It is con-

sidered an objective indicator of habitual physical activity and is known

to be one of the best predictors for all-cause mortality [1]. Intensities

of exercise required to reach equivalent levels of cardiorespiratory stress

vary dependent on sex, age, body mass and composition and muscle fibre

composition and exercise modality [2]. Therefore, when setting exercise
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intensities and/or training workloads this must be done relative to an in-

dividual’s V O2max, considered a gold standard of cardiorespiratory fitness

[3].

The Fick equation defines maximal oxygen consumption (VO2max) as:

V O2max = Q · (CaO2 − CvO2) (6.1)

where CaO2 is the arterial (delivered) oxygen content, CvO2 is the venous

(returned) oxygen content and Q is the cardiac output. From Equation

6.1 it can be seen that cardiac output is a major driver of V O2max [4],

and thus measured V O2max is assumed to linearly relate to cardiac output.

This has been confirmed in experiments demonstrating that if blood volume

increases or decreased VO2max increases or decreases accordingly.

V O2max is measured during an incremental intensity exercise test, with

an initial incremental test, followed by a second test to confirm V O2max

has been reached, as confirmation test, as described in Chapter 3. To

achieve a true V O2max oxygen consumption must plateau, i.e, the point

where it no longer increases despite increased workload. If no plateau is

observed at the point of volitional exhaustion this is defined as V O2peak.

This is often seen in untrained and older volunteers and patients with non-

communicable disease. Here peripheral muscle fatigue often limits exercise

tolerance before V O2max is achieved. While cardiac output is very much

assumed to be linearly associated with V O2 during incremental intensity

exercise, a study of n=72 found that in 35% of participants the cardiac

output and V O2 relationship displayed negative curvature rather than a

linear relationship, and this was associated with higher fitness levels in

normal, non-elite-athletic subjects [5].
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Cross sectional studies of younger and older participants have shown lower

V O2max in older groups compared to their younger peers, in a population-

based study [6]. Pollock et al studied a range of physiological functions

in a group of highly active older individuals aged 55-79 and found declines

in V O2max with age even in this highly active cohort [7]. V O2max was

the best predictor of age in this cohort. A meta-analysis of longitudinal

studies by Burtscher et al. on V O2max of master athletes attributed 54%

of variance in males to changes in training volume [8].

V O2peak has been shown to decrease with age, as reviewed in Betik et al,

[9]. A longitudinal study modelling all-cause mortality and cardiorespira-

tory fitness found that each increase increment of 1 mL/kg/min of V O2peak

was associated with a 45 day increase in life expectancy in a population of

men over a 46 year period [10]. A large cross sectional study on partici-

pants aged 21-81 years found decreased cardiorespiratory fitness with age,

associated with a smaller stroke volume and cardiac output as measured

by cardiac MRI, but no association with ejection fraction [6].

Many studies have investigated cardiac function measures (such as stroke

volume and structural measures) and how they relate to high levels of habit-

ual physical activity. Studies have shown higher habitual levels of physical

activity to be associated with greater cardiac stroke volume and cardiac

size [11, 12, 13, 14]. A longitudinal study of cardiac MRI by Howden et

al. was able to distinguish the effects of ageing and exercise using an inter-

ventional exercise training regime in otherwise sedentary participants aged

45 to 64 years. Two years of exercise training yielded increased stroke vol-

ume, end diastolic volume, V O2peak and decreased resting heart rate [15],

while a non-trained control group showed no changes. In Murias et al.’s

interventional training study, maximal cardiac output and stroke volume

were higher in the older group than the young after 3 weeks of endurance
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training [16].

In this chapter the cardiorespiratory fitness (V O2peak) is compared across

participant groups of young untrained (YU), older untrained (OU) and

older trained (OT) individuals in the EXAGE group. The 50% level of the

V O2peak is used to calculate the workload at which each participant exer-

cises within the MR scanner. MRI measures of cardiac function are taken

at rest, during exercise, and during a recovery period. These measures

aim to untangle the differences due to ageing compared to training induced

differences in cardiac response to exercise. As a highly active lifestyle has

been shown to improve cardiorespiratory fitness and cardiac stroke volume

in older individuals, the older trained group may exhibit cardiovascular

measures closer to a younger group than an age-matched untrained group.

The use of MR scanning during exercise provides further insight to car-

diac function differences that have been less studied and allows for the

mechanism underlying cardiac output differences to be explored.

6.2 Cardiorespiratory fitness

6.2.1 Methods

In the work in this thesis, a supine Cardio-Step V O2max test was per-

formed in the David Greenfield Human Physiology Unit (DGHPU) to en-

sure the relative exercise workload to be performed inside the MR scanner

was matched for all volunteers. This yielded greater peripheral fatigue

than central cardiorespiratory strain, which is not uncommon for supine

exercise with all participants indicating they ended the protocol because

of muscular rather than cardiorespiratory exhaustion, (this is discussed in
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detail Chapter 3). This therefore yields a measure of V O2peak rather than

V O2max to define cardiorespiratory fitness. V O2peak is then used through-

out this thesis to standardise exercise workloads across participants to allow

comparison across the EXAGE groups.

Example V O2peak data for one older trained (OT) participant of the EX-

AGE group is shown in Figure 6.1. In two of the older untrained (OU) par-

ticipants V O2peak values could not be collected during heightened COVID-

19 restrictions. For these two participants in-scanner workload was calcu-

lated using heart rate, which should linearly correlate to V O2peak [17], see

Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.1: Example data from one participant from the OT group showing
V O2/kg data. a) Depicts every sampled data point during the incremen-
tal test and b) shows the mean V O2/kg for the last 30 seconds of each
workload. The initial incremental test data points are shown in blue and
the confirmation points in green. This participant had a V O2peak of 35
ml/kg/min, giving a 50% workload of 80 W.

6.2.2 Results

Figure 6.2 shows V O2 values across workload during the supine exercise

protocol for each participant separated into young untrained (YU), older

trained (OT) and older untrained (OU) groups. The plots clearly suggests

that the OU group were not able to reach as high workloads as the OT or
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YU groups. The OU group reached a workload no higher than 190 Watts.

The heart rate responses of each group across workload can be seen in

Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.4a shows the VO2 peak in the OT, the OU and the YU groups.

VO2 peak was significantly different between groups, f(2,21)=4.16, p=0.032,

with a post-hoc Bonferoni corrected test indicating the Older Trained (OT)

group had significantly higher V O2peak values than the Older Untrained

group (OU), p=0.033. The difference between the OU and Young Un-

trained (YU) groups did not reach significance (p=0.106), due to the higher

variance in the OU and YU groups than the OT group, suggesting that a

greater sample size could yield a significant results. Together with the

V O2peak p=1 result between the YU and OT groups, this suggests that the

OT group resembles the YU group more-so than their age-matched OU

peers.
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Figure 6.2: VO2 of each participant across workload shown for the Young
Untrained (YU), Older Trained (OT), and Older Untrained (OU) groups.
Vertical red line represents the mean workload used in the scanner for each
group, and transparent overlay indicates the range.
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Figure 6.3: Heart rate across workloads for each participant, divided into
groups. Vertical red line represents the mean workload used in the scanner
for each group, and transparent overlay indicates the range.
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Figure 6.4: Cardiorespiratory fitness across groups. a) VO2 measured at
peak and b) heart rate at rest and at peak in the OT, the OU and the YU
groups.

Figure 6.4b shows heart rate at rest and at peak V O2 peak in the OT, OU

and YU groups. There were no significant differences between the groups in

heart rate at rest (p=0.866). However, there was a significant difference in

peak heart rate between groups on supine exercise, F(2,23)=8.18,p=0.002.

The YU group showed higher peak heart rate than both older groups

(OU:p=0.002, OT:0.039), but peak heart rate of the older groups did not
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differ significantly from each other (p=0.468).

Figure 6.5 shows the relationship between heart rate and V O2 for the young

untrained (YU), older trained (OT) and older untrained group (OU). For

each participant the linear regression is plotted and it can be seen that

in general R2 values are > 0.8, with a mean R2 of 0.91 in the YU, 0.82

in the OU and 0.93 in the OT group. The lower OU R2 is driven by a

single participant (EXAGE026). This data supports the use of heart rate

measures in the two OT participants who did not have V O2 data. While

heart rate and V O2 values are linearly related (see Figure 6.5), peak values

were highest in OT for V O2, but highest in YU for heart rate. The YU

group show greater increase in heart rate relative to V O2.

Figure 6.6 shows the ventilation (VE) versus workload for each partic-

ipant in each of the groups. The YU group was the only group to have

some participants who displayed plateauing of their VO2 response at higher

workloads. The peripheral fatigue induced by the supine exercise likely pre-

vented other participants from reaching this threshold.
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Figure 6.5: Relationship between V O2 and heart rate during the supine ex-
ercise protocol separated by group for the young untrained (YU), the older
trained (OT), and the older untrained (OU) groups. For each participant
the linear regression and associated R2 is provided.
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Figure 6.6: Ventilation across workloads shown for each participant in each
group. Vertical red line represents the mean workload used in the scanner
for each group, and transparent overlay indicates the range.
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6.3 Blood gas and lactate measurements dur-

ing incremental intensity supine exer-

cise

Steady-state venous blood gas measurements (pH, BEecf, PCO2, HCO3−,

TCO2, sO2) and lactate were acquired during the cardiorespiratory proto-

col collected in the DGHPU at the end of each workload via a retrograde

cannula. Cannulas were inserted in the back of the hand into dorsal vein

by a medically trained individual, however retrograde cannulas are more

difficult to put in place in older individuals. For each participant the can-

nula was attempted a minimum of two times, but for patient comfort was

not repeated more than this and was not successful in all cases. Across the

groups, measures of blood gases were collected in n=5 of the YU group,

n=8 of the OT group and n=3 of the OU group. The cannula was left in

place only for the initial incremental task and not for the confirmation test.

Figure 6.7 shows the results of the blood measures related to metabolic

acidosis as indicated by base excess of extracellular fluid (BEecf) values of

less than -4 mEq/L. Brain level vasoreactivity occurs when PCO2 levels

change, triggered by respiratory compensated metabolic acidosis. Respira-

tory compensated metabolic acidosis which is exercise induced metabolic

acidosis from blood lactic acid production, which is buffered by bicarbonate

(HCO3−), and instigates a respiratory compensation resulting in increased

minute ventilation and thereby increased CO2 removal. The decrease in

PCO2 with greater exercise workload is seen in Figure 6.8). Critically,

it can be seen that at 50% workload, shown by the red bar which corre-

sponds to the level at which participants performed exercise in the scanner,

PCO2 did not show decreases from baseline and there can be expected to
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not induce cerebral vessel vasoreactivity. While some participants show

decreased PCO2 at the highest workloads, these changes occur well outside

the workloads used when acquiring the MR exercise data.

Oxygen saturation (sO2) and partial pressure of oxygen (PO2) did not

differ significantly from baseline at the 50% workload, as shown in Figure

6.9. Interestingly, the OT group showed lower PO2 changes at the higher

workloads than the OU and YU groups, with the OT group never reaching

higher than 10 kPA.

Figure 6.10 shows lactate concentration, most participants saw large in-

creases at the higher workloads, but only a small increase was seen at the

50% workload, with the YU group showing the largest and fastest increases

in lactate. Figure 6.11 shows the relationship between the blood latate

concentration and minute ventilation. This can be seen to be largely linear

in the YU group which reaches the highest values, but non-linear in the OT

group where lactate increases slowly until the higher ventilation points.
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Figure 6.7: pH and BEecf blood gas measurements across workloads for
participants in each of the groups. Vertical red line represents the mean
50% workload which is used in the MR scanner for each group. The trans-
parent overlay indicates the range.
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Figure 6.8: Blood gas measurements across workloads for participants in
each of the groups for PCO2 and HCO3. Vertical red line represents the
mean 50% workload which is used in the MR scanner for each group. The
transparent overlay indicates the range.
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Figure 6.9: Oxygen saturation and partial pressure across workloads for the
YU, OT and OU groups. Vertical red line represents the mean workload
used in the scanner for each group, and transparent overlay indicates the
range.
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Figure 6.10: Lactate buildup across workloads for the YU, OT and OU
groups. Vertical red line represents the mean workload used in the scanner
for each group, and transparent overlay indicates the range.
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Figure 6.11: Ventilation versus blood lactate for all points collected during
VO2 incremental test for each of the YU, OT and OU groups.

6.4 Cardiac Function during supine submax-

imal exercise and recovery assessed with

MRI

6.4.1 Methods

Cardiac MRI measures were collected in the participants to assess cardiac

function at baseline, during moderate supine exercise at a workload of 50%

VO2 peak and in a recovery period. Cardiac MRI measures were acquired

using both aortic Phase Contrast MRI, and two chamber (2CH) and four

chamber (4CH) long axis cine and short axis cine scans. For full scan

acquisition protocol see Chapter 3. Using both of the scans cardiac output

can be calculated from the stroke volume multiplied by heart rate, with
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cardiac index (CI) computed by correcting cardiac output (CO) for body

surface area (BSA).

6.4.1.1 Aortic Flow from Phase Contrast MRI

The aortic Phase Contrast MRI (PC-MRI) scans were taken using a slice

placed across the ascending aorta (as shown in Figure 3.21) which was

collected across cardiac phases under free breathing. Data was analysed

using Philip’s Viewforum software, where an ROI was drawn around the

aorta in one phase, and this was then propagated to all cardiac phases using

an automated contouring function, then checked and edited for accuracy.

The output measures from the aortic PC-MRI included stroke distance,

stroke volume, velocity, cardiac index, flux, forward and backward flow,

regurgitation factor, distensibility, and strain.

Figure 6.12 shows a typical ROI used to assess aortic flow measures over

cardiac cycle and an example dataset across the cardiac cycle of a OT

participant. This shows the shorter cardiac cycle (higher heart rate) and

increased velocity and flow during exercise relative to baseline and recovery.
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Figure 6.12: a) Example ROI used to determine aortic flow measures and
b) examples plots of i) aortic area, ii) velocity and iii) flow an OT dataset
at baseline (green), exercise (red) and recovery (blue) across time. On
exercise (red) the peak is seen to be shifted due to the shorter cardiac cycle
and higher heart rate.

6.4.1.2 Two Chamber (2CH) and four Chamber (4CH) Long Axis

Cardiac Cine Measures

Figure 6.13 shows example long axis cine scans collected in a two chamber

(2CH) and four chamber (4CH) view of the heart. These were analysed

together to yield biplane results using the Cardiovascular Imaging software

(CVI, Circle). This software provides automatic drawing of ROIs on the
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single slice around the left ventricle and end systole and end diastole, this

is then propagated between cardiac phases, and manually inspected and

corrected for any ROI irregularities.

Figure 6.13: Two and four chamber long axis cardiac cine at end systole
and end diastole at rest, during supine exercise, and in recovery.

The long axis scans collected of the left ventricle allows the examination

of stroke volume (SV), ejection fraction (EF), end diastole volume (EDV),

end systole volume (ESV), cardiac output (CO) and cardiac index (CI),

which is CO corrected for BSA.
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6.4.1.3 Short Axis Cardiac Measures and Strain

Figure 6.14 shows an example of a short axis (SA) scan taken across the

left ventricle of the heart at rest. To collect full coverage of the heart this

requires 6 breath holds. This scan time and number of breath holds to

acquire this data made it unfeasible to collect during exercise. These SA

scans were also analysed in CVI Circle to estimate end systolic volume,

end diastolic volume, stroke volume, ejection fraction, cardiac output, and

cardiac index, as measured using the long axis scans. In addition, the short

axis scan also provides measures of left ventricular myocardium mass, global

circumferential strain and global longitudinal strain. Automatic drawing

of ROIs around the epicardium and endocardium at end systole and end

diastole across on each slice, encompassing the whole heart was performed

as shown by the contours in Figure 6.14.

Figure 6.14: a) Example Short Axis cine slice with eipcardium and endo-
cardium contours drawn in the left ventricle and b) Four chamber long axis
cine showing positioning of the short axis slices. Contours are taken from
CVI Circle software.
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6.4.2 Results

6.4.2.1 Aortic Flow from Phase Contrast MRI

Figure 6.15 shows the results of aortic Phase Contrast. Aortic stroke vol-

ume (Figure 6.15a) did not differ significantly between groups at baseline,

F(2,23)=2.143, p=0.142, but differences were evident on exercise; stroke

volume did not change in the YU group, which was significantly different to

the increase observed in the OT (p=0.016) and OU (p=0.004) groups. The

lack of increase in stroke volume during exercise in the YU is compensated

by a greater increase in heart rate (F(2,18)=6.074, p=0.009, Bonferroni-

corrected post-hoc, YU>OT, p=.008; Figure 6.15b). There was no signif-

icant difference between groups or conditions at recovery.

Figure 6.15c shows the aortic cardiac index (CI). Baseline differences were

significant (F(2,23)=5.952,p=0.009), with greater CI in the YU than the

OU (p=0.008) but not the OT (p=0.266). An increase in cardiac index

was shown for all groups on supine exercise, but no difference in response

to exercise across groups, as expected and indicating they are achieving

equivalent stress levels as dictated by using their VO2peak workload. While

cardiac index during exercise did not differ, the mechanism used to increase

cardiac index with exercise changes with age. The older groups exhibited

lower increases in heart rate than the YU, which were paralleled by greater

increases in stroke volume, as can be seen in Figure 6.15d.

Figure 6.16 shows aortic velocity, flux and stroke distance at baseline, dur-

ing supine exercise at 50% workload, and on recovery. The YU group had a

higher aortic velocity (Figure 6.16a) in all conditions (F(2,65)=35.928)<0.001),

and a greater absolute increase in velocity from baseline to exercise than

the older groups (p=0.03). Velocities returned to baseline levels in the re-
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covery phase. Aortic flux (Figure 6.16b) increased for all groups on supine

exercise (F(1,43)=89.424, p<0.001) but did not show any significant dif-

ferences between the groups, again indicating equivalent exercise induced

cardiac stress levels between participants. The young group had higher

stroke distances than the older groups in all three conditions (F(2,65) =

60.099, p<0.001), but no group had changes in stroke distance were de-

tected during exercise compared to baseline or recovery (Figure 6.16c).

Figure 6.15: a) Aortic Stroke Volume, b) Heart rate and c) Cardiac Index
of each of the OT, OU and YU groups and d) Mean heart rate and mean
aortic stroke volume for OT, OU and YU groups. Baseline and recovery are
circled in blue and the red dashed circle indicates the exercise condition.
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Figure 6.16: a) Aortic Velocity, b) Aortic Flux, and c) Stroke Distance of
the OT, OU and YT groups

While aortic forward flow was largely consistent, backward flow was signifi-

cantly lower in the YU compared to the OU and OT (F(2,67)=9.09,p<0.001,

post-hoc OU:p<0.001, OT:p=0.008), driven by baseline and recovery lev-

els, shown in Figure 6.17. It was hypothesised this could be due to in-

creased stiffening with age, however, aortic distensibility, as measured by

the change in aortic area divided by maximum aortic area, did not reveal

any differences.
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Figure 6.17: Aortic backwards flow meaned across conditions for the OT,
OU and YU groups.

6.4.2.2 Two Chamber (2CH) and four Chamber (4CH) Cardiac

Cine Measures

Here results of 2CH and 4CH cine are shown which can be compared

with the aortic PC-MRI. The longer acquisition time and need for a single

breathhold make the two and four chamber cardiac images more difficult

to obtain during exercise, and some data had to be excluded (Baseline,

OT:n=9, OU:n=6, YU:n=7, Exercise, OT:n=9, OU:n=3, YU:n=7, Recov-

ery, OT:n=9, OU:n=4, YU:n=7), significantly impacting the ability to in-

terpret these results, as in the OU group, only three participants’ data was

usable in the exercise condition. Results in this section therefore primarily

detail differences in the YU. End Diastole Volume (EDV) (Figure 6.18b)

and Stroke volume (Figure 6.18d) were not significantly different between

the groups or conditions. However, there was an effect of exercise on End

systole Volume (ESV) in the YU group (Figure 6.18c). The YU group had

a significant decrease in ESV during exercise compared to baseline, F(2,21)

= 5.28, p=0.016, Bonferoni-corrected post-hoc p=0.013. This may be in

part driven by higher ESV at baseline, though this had high variance in the

YU group and therefore it was not significantly higher in YU than OT or

OU. There was no significant difference in ejection fraction (EF) between
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groups at baseline. Only the YU group had a significant increase in EF on

exercise relative to baseline, F(2,21) = 4.74, p=0.022, Bonferoni-corrected

post-hoc p=0.021, though the OU group cannot be interpreted due to low

N (Figure 6.18e). All groups increase cardiac index during exercise, but

there were no significant differences between groups (Figure 6.18f).

Figure 6.18: Long Axis a) heart rate b) End Diastole Volume (EDV), c)
End Systole Volume (ESV), d) Stroke Volume (SV), e) Ejection Fraction
(EF) and f) Cardiac Index (CI) for each of the OT, OU and YU groups.

Figure 6.19 shows cardiac index as measured by biplane cardiac index

taken from the 2CH and 4CH long axis cines compared to the aortic phase

contrast MRI scan. The correlation between the two measures is present

but not robust, at R2=0.544,p<.001. Greater variation occurred during

exercise, as might be expected, with motion effecting quality of the 2CH

and 4CH images. However, the biplane images also yielded lower cardiac

index values for some participants at rest and recovery. Due to the effects

of motion aortic cardiac index is thought to be the more reliable measure.
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Figure 6.19: Cardiac Index measured from the phase contrast on the aorta
and the biplane measures from two and four chamber scans.

6.4.2.3 Short Axis Cardiac Measures and Strain at Baseline

Left ventricle myocardium mass (LV mass) was measured at baseline using

the short axis scans, no difference in LV mass was found between EXAGE

groups, as shown in Figure 6.20. Similar results were found for long axis

LV mass measures.

Figure 6.20: Left ventricular mass (LV mass) measured at diastole (a,b)
and systole (c,d) in both the short (a,c) and long (b,d) axis cine data. No
significant differences were seen across groups.

Short axis baseline measures of end diastolic volume, end systolic volume,
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stroke volume, ejection fraction, and cardiac index showed no significant

differences between groups at baseline (Figure 6.21.

Figure 6.21: Short Axis left ventricular a) heart rate, b) end diastolic
volume (EDV), c) end systolic volume (ESV), d) stroke volume (SV), e)
ejection fraction (EF), and f) cardiac index (CI) for older trained (OT),
older untrained (OU) and younger untrained (YU) groups.

There was no difference in global circumferential or global longitudinal

strain between groups as measured from the short axis cine scans (Figure

6.22), in agreement with the strain as measured from the aortic PC-MRI.
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Figure 6.22: a) Global longitudinal strain, b) global circumferential strain
measured at baseline across the OT, OU and YU groups.

6.5 Discussion

This chapter studied the impact of lifelong exercise and age on the cardio-

vascular responses to acute submaximal exercise and recovery in healthy

participants. When exercising to exhaustion, the older trained group had

a cardiorespiratory response more similar to that of the younger untrained

group than the older untrained group, as reflected by the higher VO2peak

value. Although greater sample sizes are needed, this suggests that par-

ticipants who have a high exercise lifestyle maintain cardiovascular fitness

levels which otherwise deteriorates with ageing, as found in other studies

[7, 6].

Lower resting cardiorespiratory fitness is often associated with higher phys-
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ical fitness levels [18]. In this study, we did not see any significant differ-

ences in heart rate at rest between the groups, however, training regimes in

older participants have failed to decrease resting cardiac measures despite

improving maximum exercise induced cardiac output in at least one study

[19]. There was a significant difference in peak heart rate on supine exer-

cise between the groups, with the YU group showing a higher peak heart

rate than both the OT and OU groups. This data aligns with the 30%

reduction in peak exercise heart rate between 20 and 85 years of age found

in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging [20]. This was seen both in

peak measures collected in the DGHPU ( 6.4) and in 50% of V O2 from the

cardiac MRI session (Figure 6.15. At 50% of V O2 the older untrained had

higher heart rates than the older trained. This differed from the peak heart

rate, where training appears to increase the maximum heart rate reached.

Instead, the OT have the lowest heart rate response to the workload at 50%

of V O2. Importantly, the YU group show greater increase in heart rate per

unit increase of V O2, which is reflected in the greater increase in heart rate

seen at 50% V O2 in the MR scanner. The OU and OT supplement their

slower increases in heart rate with increased stroke volume to maintain the

same cardiac output needed with increasing V O2 and exercise workloads.

The ventilation rates of workloads used for the MRI exercise task did not

exceed 40 L/min or drop below 15 L/min, this is within the range expected

for light to moderate exercise (15 - 50 L/min) [21]. Some participants did

reach hyperventilation and hypocapnia (defined as less than 4.67 kPa of

PCO2) during the end workloads on the VO2 peak test collected at the

DGHPU, but all participants had PCO2 values above this in the MRI ex-

ercise workload ranges. Respiratory alkalosis indicated by a pH greater

than 7.45 did not occur in any of the participants, even at peak workloads.

While metabolic acidosis (indicated by a BEecf of less than -4 mEq/L) did
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occur at the highest workloads, importantly this range was much higher

than those used in the MRI exercise task. CO2 measures (PCO2, TCO2)

showed decreases at maximal exercise in the VO2 exercise test, but re-

mained stable in the workload range used in the MRI exercise task.

There were increases in blood lactate accumulation with increasing work-

load in all participants, but the inflection points at which the rate of blood

lactate accumulation increased occurred well outside the range used for the

MRI exercise task, with the increases in blood lactate during the MRI task

expected to be small. The OT group shows a slower accumulation of blood

lactate than the YU, as would be expected as a result of lifelong endurance

training [22].

At baseline, aortic cardiac measures were greater in the YU than older

untrained and trained in stroke distance, stroke volume and stroke velocity,

but greater than only the older untrained in cardiac index (CI). The OU

and OT had greater aortic backflow than YU at rest, but this was not

explained by aortic stiffening as aortic distensibility was not different. This

suggests that age-related backflow in healthy participants is instead driven

by peripheral vascular resistance preventing onward blood flow. Further

analysis could be done on this by investigating blood pressure differences.

During supine exercise, the YU saw a decrease in ESV. There were no

significant differences in MRI measures of cardiac function between the

older trained and untrained groups, but the younger untrained group had

a lower stroke volume driven by higher heart rate and ejection fraction.

Beaudry et al. conducted a study using a very similar protocol using VO2

testing and cardiac imaging using the Ergospect Cardio-Step in healthy

young adults [23]. They collected 2CH and 4CH long axis cardiac images

similar to the ones used in this thesis, and increases in heart rate and
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cardiac index during exercise reflect this thesis’ results, with only a modest

stroke volume increase, exhibited in the lack of significant difference in

this study’s long axis stroke volume measurement. In measures where the

YU group saw exercise induced differences while the OT and OU did not,

results follow a similar pattern to the Beaudry et al.’s, the YU exhibiting

the same decrease in End Systole Volume and increase in ejection fraction

during exercise, although OU results do not have sufficient quality samples

to be interpretable.

This increase in stroke volume to compensate for lower heart rates is key to

understanding the ageing response to exercise. It was seen previously in a

study by Rodeheffer et al as a part of the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of

Aging [24], where no changes in function were found between age groups at

rest, but during an upright cycling task blood pool scans collected with a

collimator detected an increase in age-related stroke volume and decrease

in heart rate. These were driven by a greater increase in EDV in the

older group and an association of decreased heart rate with increased filling

time. It is suggested that some factors in the ageing act to compromise

the ejection of blood. Other studies also found an older group to have

greater stroke volume with lower heart rate at peak exercise [25], older

participants had reduced cardiac output and stroke volume under resting

conditions in another study [2], although another exercise study in older

males found no increases in stroke volume with lowered heart rate [26].

This thesis expands on these results using update MR capabilities that

provide more analysis possibilities, and has the additional advantage of

VO2 data ensuring equal exercise stress on each participant.

This ability to increase or maintain stroke volume during exercise is a result

of the age associated cardiac changes in end diastolic volume through the

Frank Starling law [20]. The Frank-Starling law states that the stroke
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volume of the heart increases in response to an increase in end diastolic

volume. In this thesis, differences in stroke volume were only seen in the

aortic measures, and so these differences in end diastolic volume measured

by 2CH and 4CH scanning were not seen, as would be expected when no

stroke differences were found in the 2CH and 4CH scans.

A cross-sectional training study on young and old groups using radionuclide

ventriculography found, before training, that the old group had a lesser

increase in heart rate, a greater increase in mean blood pressure, lesser

increases in ejection fraction and peak ejection rate, a greater increase in

end-diastolic volume index, a lesser fall in end-systolic volume index, and a

lesser increase in cardiac index, but unlike other studies found no difference

in stroke volume response to exercise in ageing [27]. After 6 months of ex-

ercise training, reduced heartrate and increased stroke volumes were found

in all groups at rest, with a higher cardiac index response to exercise driven

by stroke volume with no change in heartrate response from pre-training

levels. Another study using radionuclide ventriculography compared en-

durance trained older men and age-matched untrained men. Larger peak

cardiac index was found in the endurance trained group, mediated entirely

by greater stroke volume and no difference in peak heart rate. The greater

stroke volume in the endurance trained groups was achieved through larger

end-diastolic volume and higher ejection fraction [28].

In this chapter, cardiac MRI measures on exercise were assessed using both

PC-MRI and long axis cine measures. An increase in cardiac output, as

measured by aortic flux, was shown for all groups on supine exercise, but

age impacted this mechanism. The older groups exhibited lower increases

in heart rate which was paralleled by greater increases in stroke volume.

While the long axis (LA) scans are a more direct measure of cardiac output,

showing the change in size and blood pool of the heart, the aortic PC-
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MRI proved to be more reliable at higher heart rates, likely as PC-MRI is

collected freebreathing whilst long axis cine scans are each collected on a

breathhold.

In agreement to our work, cardiac output differences at rest were not found

in a larger study comparing older active and sedentary participants [29].

Their study had a lower threshold for defining physically active, which

included a daily brisk walk of 30 minutes. Both their study and this thesis’s

study may suffer from groups that are not sufficiently divergent in physical

activity. In the future work, the study could benefit from a further cohort

that is truly sedentary and only takes part in the non-exercise parts of the

study, allowing for greater baseline comparison.

Other considerations include the inherent restrictions of the design of VO2

peak tasks, which may be effected in terms of reliability by variations in

familiarity, motivation and tolerance of discomfort [30], making it difficult

to assess if self-determined exhaustion has been reached. The confirmation

test goes some way to mitigate this in establishing consistency between

rounds, but cannot account for participant reluctance to continue if un-

comfortable.

In conclusion, while greater sample sizes and further cohorts are needed to

provide further insight, initial results show age related decreases in heart

rates at peak. Cardiac output during supine MR exercise is equal between

groups, as expected by using their 50% VO2 peak workload, but the mech-

anism used to increase cardiac output from baseline differs. The younger

group rely on large heartrate increases while the older groups increase both

stroke volume and heart rate. There is some evidence of improved cardio-

vascular function in the VO2 data of the older trained compared to the

untrained. The older trained have a slower lactate accumulation than even
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the young. Blood gas data confirm that the MRI exercise task occurred in a

range that should not induce hypocapnia, respiratory alkalosis or metabolic

acidosis.
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Chapter 7

The impact of lifelong exercise

and age on brain structure and

functional responses to acute

exercise and recovery in

healthy volunteers

7.1 Introduction

Declining cerebral blood flow (CBF) with healthy ageing has long been

documented [1, 2], but greater aerobic fitness has been suggested to mod-

ulate this decline [3], protect against cognitive decline [4], and reduce the

risk of cardiovascular and neurodegenerative diseases [5].

Previous work conducted at the University of Nottingham has shown that

older adults show deficits in CBF during an exercise task, with the expected
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increase in CBF on exercise being blunted in older adults [6]. Further, this

CBF deficit during exercise was mirrored by a reduction in global brain

perfusion. A possible mechanism underpinning this observation could be a

reduction in cardiac output that accompanies ageing, possibly reflected by

a difference in aortic cardiac index between OU and YU at baseline in this

study, but not reflected in the other cardiac measures made. In addition,

greater oxygen extraction was found in the older group than the younger

group during rest, exercise and recovery periods [6]. It was suggested that

this arose from a compensatory mechanism developed in ageing to mediate

the drop in CBF, although no differences in cerebral metabolic rate of

oxygen (CMRO2) which measures the rate of oxygen consumption by the

brain, were found, suggesting decreased metabolic efficiency. A study on

CBF and metabolic rate of the brain in ageing by Pen et al [7] showed an

expected age-related decline in CBF, but that CMRO2 after correction for

grey matter volume increased with age, revealing a greater expenditure of

energy in the older brain.

Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PCO2) is a major regulator of

CBF, with increases in arterial PCO2 inducing increased CBF. Arterialised-

venous blood samples can serve as an accurate indicator of arterial PCO2

[8], as can end-tidal PCO2 and minute ventilation. These can therefore be

measured to distinguish CBF changes due to arterial PCO2 changes as com-

pared to other factors, such as changes in cardiac output. The CBF deficit

during exercise in older adults may also be due to reduced cardiac output,

brain atrophy or induced vasoconstriction relative to younger participants.

Lower cardiac output has been found to be associated with lower CBF dur-

ing exercise, where both CBF and cardiac output had a reduced response to

exercise after the administration of a cardio-selective beta blocker [9]. Ad-

ditionally, Meng et al’s review shows CBF changes associated with cardiac
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output driven by lower body negative pressure, standing up, leg tensing,

albumin infusion and normal saline infusion, as well as chronic reduction in

CBF in those with heart failure [10]. Cardiac output and VO2 are linearly

related, and both decrease in ageing. This age-related reduction in cardiac

output, coupled with an increased need of blood flow to skeletal muscle

when subjected to exercise, may blunt increases in brain blood perfusion

during exercise [9]. It is reasonable to suggest therefore that if cardiac

output at baseline can be maintained with age, this blunting in CBF on

exercise may be minimised.

Structural differences have also been found when investigating the impact

of physical activity on ageing, with studies showing greater white matter

volume [11, 12] and grey matter volume [13] in those who are more phys-

ically active. In regional analysis of the brain, hippocampal volume differ-

ences are found with ageing, and have increasingly been investigated with

physical activity, with associations found between cardiorespiratory fitness

and hippocampal volume and spatial memory [14, 15]. These differences

extended beyond cross sectional studies to an exercise intervention study

of older adults, where hippocampus volume increased after aerobic exercise

training [16]. The structural connectivity and integrity of white matter

tracts has also been found to be mediated by physical activity in ageing,

with greater fractional anisotropy (representing greater white matter tract

integrity) associated with greater levels of physical activity [17].

In this chapter, the effects of sub-maximal steady-state exercise on CBF

and oxygen extraction fraction response is studied for the EXAGE group

of older trained (OT), older untrained (OU) and young untrained (YU).

In addition structural changes across the groups associated with brain tis-

sue volumes, white matter hyperintensities and structural connectivity are

studied.
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7.2 Functional Brain Measures collected dur-

ing exercise and recovery

MRI measures were collected on a 3T Philips Ingenia wide-bore scanner

using the Cardio-Step ergometer described in Chapter 3. Functional brain

measures were taken at rest, during 10 minutes of steady-state exercise at

50% VO2peak, and during 10 minutes of recovery immediately following

exercise. Chapter 3 details how the workload was determined for a 50%

VO2peak for each individual, the full exercise protocol, and the MRI scan

protocol. The following section provides a summary of the functional brain

measures at baseline and during exercise and recovery.

7.2.1 Methods

7.2.1.1 Cerebral Blood Flow

Cerebral blood flow (CBF) was measured using Phase Contrast (PC-MRI)

of left and right cerebral arteries and the basilar artery. The data were anal-

ysed using Philips’ Viewforum Q-Flow to calculate velocity, stroke volume

(the volume of blood passing through the vessel per heart beat) and flux

through each vessel. The flow from all three vessels was then summed and

corrected for grey-matter (GM) volume estimated from the MPRAGE data

(see Section 7.3) to obtain a GM corrected cerebral blood flow (gmCBF).

7.2.1.2 Oxygen Extraction Fraction

T2-relaxation-under-spin-tagging (TRUST) scans were acquired to deter-

mine brain venous oxygenation (Yv) in the sagittal sinus from which to
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compute oxygen extraction fraction (OEF). Using an in-house MATLAB

script, the TRUST data were processed following the methods of Lu et al

[18]. The venous blood signal was calculated from the pairwise subtraction

of the FAIR arterial spin labelling (ASL) label and control images to obtain

difference images for each effective TE. An ROI of four voxels was drawn

around the sagittal sinus signal in the difference image, and from this the

blood T2 relaxation time (in ms) was calculated by fitting the signal across

echo times to a monoexponential. Then, a calibration plot was used to

determine oxygenation as described by Lu et al [18]. Figure 7.1 outlines

this method. OEF was calculated as the difference between arterial (Ya)

and venous (Yv) oxygenation where Ya was assumed to be 100%.

Figure 7.1: TRUST analysis showing computation of the difference image
through pairwise subtraction of the FAIR ASL label and control images at
each TE. The T2 decay of venous blood in the superior sagittal sinus is
then fit to computer T2, and the calibration plot is used to determine the
venous oxygenation (Yv).
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7.2.2 Results

7.2.2.1 Cerebral Blood Flow (CBF)

Head motion was a problem for some participants, particularly during

supine exercise. A good quality scan versus one where head motion was

problematic is shown in Figure 7.2, with an example data output from the

participant with low head motion. Data were collected in OT (n=9), OU

(n=7) and YU (n=8), and the data for three participants, one from each

group, had to be excluded due to motion effects. Attempts were made to

mitigate this, with head padding and handles to grip on during exercise,

but these were not sufficient in some cases, and some participants expressed

discomfort at the head padding which had to be removed.

Figure 7.2: a) Cerebral blood vessel contours drawn in ViewForum and b)
area, velocity and flow results from one participant in all three conditions.
Baseline is green, exercise is red and recovery is blue.

The mean flux values captured across the cerebral arteries are shown in Fig-

ure 7.3a for each group of older trained (OT), older untrained (OU) and

young untrained (YU). A breakdown by participant and vessel is provided

in Figure 7.3b. The variability in response to exercise between participants

can be seen, some participants show large increases in blood flow, whilst

others instead show decreases. Exercise values are missing from some ves-
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sels if there was a high degree of motion during acquisition, resulting in

image quality that was insufficient or the participant had moved out of

plane and the vessel was no longer visible. Note this is more apparent in

the YU group who exercised at higher absolute workloads for their 50%

VO2peak.

Figure 7.3: a) Mean flux across CBF vessels for condition per OT, OU
and YU group and b) CBF flux values for each participant, for each vessel,
under each condition, separated by group.
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Figure 7.4 shows the mean stroke volume of the vessels (Figure 7.4a), and

each vessel individually (Figure 7.4b).

Figure 7.4: a) Mean stroke volume across CBF vessels for each condition
per group and b) CBF stroke volume values for each participant, for each
vessel, under each condition, separated by group.

Since accurate estimates of the diameter of the vessel can be compromised

during exercise, the velocity within the cerebral vessels were assessed as an

alternative that is less reliant on ROI placement, The mean across all three
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vessels was taken and can be see in Figure 7.5. For cerebral velocity, there

was a significant difference between groups (F(8,57) = 3.577, p=.002), the

YU group had higher velocities than both older groups (OT , p=0.036

and OU, p<0.001), and the OT had higher velocities than the OU group

(p=0.019). There was not a significant effect of condition, (F(2,16) =

3.49, p=0.055), however the OU group did have a trend level difference in

velocity, with lower velocity in recovery as compared to baseline (p=0.053).

Figure 7.5: a) Mean velocity across CBF vessels for each condition per
OT, OU and YU group and b) CBF velocity values for each participant,
for each vessel, under each condition, separated by group.
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Mean gmCBF differences existed across groups (F(8,53) = 3.105, p=0.006),

but not across conditions, as seen in Figure 7.6a. The YU group had sig-

nificantly higher gmCBF than the OT group (p<0.001) and OU (p=0.006)

groups across all conditions, with differences diminishing during exercise.

Figure 7.6: Mean gmCBF (a) and mean cerebral vessel velocity (b) across
conditions for OT, OU and YU.

7.2.2.2 Oxygen Extraction Fraction (OEF)

There was a significant overall group effect of OEF (F(8,49)=3.247, p=0.005),

with the OU group having greater OEF than YU (p<.001), but not than

the OT (p=0.095). There was no significant difference in OEF at base-

line, but on exercise (F2,18)=4.751, p=0.022) and recovery (F(2,18)=6.054,

p=0.009), OEF in the OU group was significantly greater than for the YU
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group (p=0.02, and p=0.008) but not for the OT group (p=0.117 and

p=0.172).

Figure 7.7: a) Mean OEF for the OT, OU and YU group and b) OEF per
participant across conditions for each group.

7.2.2.3 Relationship between CBF and OEF

Figure 7.8 shows that OEF is weakly inversely related to gmCBF (R2 =

0.127, F(1,56) = 8.001, p=0.007) when plotted across participants using all

three conditions. This relationship is primarily driven by the high gmCBF

values with lower OEF values in the younger group and higher OEF value
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with lower gmCBF values in the older groups.

Figure 7.8: Relationship between OEF and gmCBF in all groups.

7.3 Brain Structure

The following section outlines structural measures in the EXAGE groups.

Measures are collected of grey matter (GM), white matter (WM) and cere-

brospinal fluid (CSF), cortical thickness, surface and volume based mor-

phometry, the number of hyperintensities and structural connectivity.

7.3.1 Methods

7.3.1.1 Volumes and Surface and Voxel Based Morphology

An MPRAGE scan was collected to assess brain structure. This included

GM, WM, CSF metrics and regional volumes of the hippocampus and

amygdala. These were calculated from the MPRAGE using Freesurfer [19]
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for total volumes and SPM CAT [20] to calculate surface and voxel based

morphologies. Volumes were corrected for estimated total intracranial vol-

ume (eTIV).

7.3.1.2 White Matter Hyperintensities

A T2-weighted-Fluid-Attenduated Inversion Recovery (T2-FLAIR) was used

to assess white matter hyperintensities or lesions. White matter hyperin-

tensities were isolated from the image using FSL’s Brain Intensity AbNor-

mality Classification Algorithm (BIANCA) [21].

The identified hyperintensities were divided into clusters using a MATLAB

connectivity function and separated into size categories defined as ’puncate’

if less than 14 mm3, ’focal’ if 14 to 900 mm3 and ’large’ if over 900 mm3,

as defined in Wen et al. [22]. In addition, a category of ’extra-large’ was

also included for any lesions that were greater than 2000 mm3.

Structural Connectivity

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data was collected using 64 directions at a b

value of 1000 ms. Voxelwise statistical analysis of the data was carried out

using TBSS (Tract-Based Spatial Statistics, [23], a function of FSL [24].

TBSS projects all the participants’ fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean

diffusivity (MD) data onto a mean tract skeleton, before applying voxelwise

cross-subject statistics. MD indicates the mobility of water molecules in

each measured direction and can be indicative of white matter integrity

and FA shows the primary direction of diffusion and is an indicator of

myelination, fibre density and axonal diameter.
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7.3.2 Results

7.3.2.1 Tissue volumes, and surface and voxel based morphology

Tissue volumes, and surface and voxel based morphology differences were

examined in the OT (n=9), OU (n=7) and YU (n=8). There were signif-

icant differences in global cortical thickness between the groups (F(2,23)

= 18.58, p<0.001), with a thicker cortex for the YU group than both the

OU and OT groups ( p<0.001), as seen in Figure 7.10. The variations in

cortical thickness across the brain in each group is shown in Figure 7.9,

note the thinner cortex in the sensorimotor strip.

Figure 7.9: Cortical thickness across brain regions for the OT, OU and YU
groups.
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Figure 7.10: Mean cortical thickness for the OT, OU and YU groups.

Using surface-based morphometry (FWE-corrected at p<0.05), the location

of the differences in cortical thickness were assessed. Local differences were

seen between the YU and older (OT and OU) groups, but not between

the OT and OU groups (Figure 7.11). These differences were primarily

located in the pre-central and post-central gyrus.
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Figure 7.11: Cortical thickness differences between a) the YU and OT
group (YU>OT) and b) the YU and OU group (YU>OU).

On studying the volume of each tissue type, the YU group had greater

volume in white matter (F(2,23) = 10.024, p<0.001, OT: p=0.001, OU:

p=0.006) and grey matter (F(2,23) = 27.513, p<0.001, OT:p<0.001, OU:

p<.001), but there were no differences in CSF volume between groups

(Figure 7.12). Once divided into cortical and subcortical grey matter (as

seen in Figure 7.13) the YU group had greater volumes in both the cortical

(F(2,23) = 21.916, p<0.001, OT:p<0.001, OU: p<0.001) and subcortical

(F(2,23) = 33.801, p<0.001, OT:p<0.001, OU: p<0.001) regions. Voxel-

based morphometry (FWE-corrected at p>0.05) localised regions can be

seen for white matter in Figure 7.14 and for grey matter in Figure 7.15.
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Figure 7.12: a) White matter (WM), b) grey matter (GM) and c) CSF
volume for the OT, OU and YU groups.
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Figure 7.13: a) Cortical and b) sub-cortical grey matter (GM) volumes for
the OT, OU and YU groups.

Figure 7.14: White matter differences found through voxel-based mor-
phometry, showing areas for which a) YU>OT and b) YU>OU.
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Figure 7.15: Grey matter differences found through voxel-based morphom-
etry, showing areas for which a) YU>OT and b) YU>OU.

The amygdala (F(2,23) = 17.242, p<0.001) and hippocampus (F(2,23) =

22.41, p<0.001) also had larger volumes in the YU group than the OT

(p<0.001 in both groups) and OU (p=0.002 in both), as shown in Figure

7.16.
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Figure 7.16: a) Amygdala and b) hippocampus volumes for the OT, OU
and YU groups.

7.3.2.2 White matter hyperintensities

White matter hyperintensities differed between the EXAGE groups, as

shown in Figure 7.17, which depicts the total lesion volume (F(2,23) =
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7.254, p=0.004) and the lesion volume as a percentage of eTIV (F(2,23)

= 7.577, p=0.003). As expected, only the YU differed significantly from

the older groups (total volume, OT: p=0.025, OU: p=0.005, and percent

of eTIV, OT: p=0.028, OU: p=.004).

Figure 7.17: Mean white matter hyperintensity as a) Total Volume and b)
as percentage of estimated total intercranial volume (eTIV) for the OT,
OU and YU groups.

There was no significant difference in total number of white matter hyper-
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intensity clusters between groups (F(2,23) =3.123,p=.065), Figure 7.18a.

The mean size of the clusters differed between groups, (F(2,23)= 7.021

p=.005), with the OU group having larger clusters than the YU (OU:p=.004),

with no significant difference between the other groups (Figure 7.18b).

A linear regression in Figure 7.19 further shows that the differences in total

white matter hyperintensity volume is driven by the size of the clusters

(R2 = .69, p<0.001) rather than the number of clusters present (R2 =.231,

p=0.023).

Figure 7.18: a) Mean number of white matter hyperintensity clusters and
b) mean cluster volume for the OT, OU and YU groups.
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Figure 7.19: Linear regression of white matter hyperintensity volume
against a) mean cluster size and b) mean number of clusters in OT, OU
and Yu groups.

When separated by cluster size, group differences between number of ’punc-

tate’ and ’focal’ clusters were not significant, but there were group dif-

ferences in the number of ’large’ and ’extra-large’ clusters, as shown in

Figure 7.20. YU had no large or extra-large clusters, significantly dif-

ferent to the number of ’large’ in both older groups, (F(2,23) = 6.310,

p=0.007, OT:p=0.008, OU:p=0.05), but only significantly different to the
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number of ’extra large’ clusters in the OU group (F(2,23)=3.517,p=0.048,

OU:0.047), where the OT group did not differ significantly from the YU

group (p=0.353).

Figure 7.20: Number of white matter hyperintensity clusters by size for a)
punctate, b) focal, c) large and d) extra-large clusters for the OT, OU and
YU groups.

7.3.3 Structural connectivity

Structural connectivity was assessed form the DTI data in the OT (n=9),

OU (n=7) and YU (n=8). Fractional aniosotropy (FA) and mean diffu-

sivity (MD) differed significantly between the groups, as shown in Figure

7.21. The FA was significantly different between groups (F(2,23) = 14.010,

p<.001), with greater FA in the YU group than the OT (p<.001) and OU

(p<.001). MD was also significantly different across groups (F(2,23) =

20.858, p<.001). The OT group had significantly higher MD than the OU

group (p<.001) and YU group (p=.006), while the YU group had higher

MD than the OU group (p=0.025). Regional comparisons of mean FA
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values showed greater FA in the YU than the OT and OU in multiple re-

gions as shown in Figure 7.22. Voxelwise statistics did not yield significant

results.

Figure 7.21: a) Fractional aniosotropy (FA) and b) mean diffusivity (MD)
in the OT, OU and YU groups.
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Figure 7.22: Table showing Johns Hopkins University (JHU) white matter
atlas regions where mean FA differed between groups. *Indicates p-values
<.05, **p<.01 and ***p<.001 and Bonferoni corrected post-hoc results are
shown where significant. There were no significant differences between the
OT and OU groups.

FA and MD are considered inversely related, to confirm this relationship

in the EXAGE data this data is plotted in Figure 7.23. The OT and YU

groups share a linear relationship of FA and MD (R2=0.844), whereas the

OU group is offset with lower MD values for each FA value (R2=0.407).
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Figure 7.23: Fractional aniosotropy (FA) plotted against mean diffusivity
(MD) in the OT, OU and YU groups.

7.4 Cognitive Measures

7.4.1 Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MOCA)

The Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MOCA) is a brief cognitive screening

tool for detecting mild cognitive impairment (MCI) [25]. A score below

26 indicates mild cognitive impairment. There was a significant difference

in MOCA score between groups (F(2,23) = 7.081, p=0.004), as shown

in Figure 7.24, with the YU group having higher scores than the OT

(p=0.031) and OU (p=0.006) groups. There was no difference between the

two older groups, though the mean difference from the YU was greater for

the OU (2.78) than the OT (2.00) group.
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Figure 7.24: MOCA values for the OT, OU and YU groups.

7.4.2 Trail Making Test

The Iowa Trail Making Test consists of two parts, both consisting of 25

circles distributed over a sheet of paper. In Trail A, the circles are numbered

1 through 25, and the participant must draw lines to connect the numbers

in ascending order. In Trail B, the circles are made up of numbers (1 – 13)

and letters (A – L) and the participant draws lines to connect the circles

in an ascending pattern, alternating between letters and numbers.

For Trail A, the reported average time is 29 seconds, with deficiency de-

termined at greater than 78 seconds. For Trail B, the reported average

time is 75 seconds, with deficiency at greater than 273 seconds. No partic-

ipants were deficient in either Trail task. There were significant differences

between groups for Trail A, (F(2,23) = 7.577, p=0.003), as seen in Fig-

ure 7.25a, with the YU group having faster scores than the OT (p=0.005)

and OU (p=0.021) groups. There were also significant differences between

groups for Trail B, (F(2,23) = 3.786, p=0.039), as seen in Figure 7.25b,

but differences did not survive post-hoc Bonferoni corrections.
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Figure 7.25: Mean time taken for the ascending numbers in a) Trail A Test
and b) for the alternating letters and numbers in the Trail B Test for the
OT, OU and YU groups.

7.5 Relationship between cardiovascular fit-

ness measures and cognitive measures

Relationships were explored amongst many facets of both the cardiovas-

cular and cognitive measures. Regressions were applied to structural and

functional measures of the heart and brain and VO2peak with no significant

associations emerging. Peak heartrate and cerebral vessel blood velocity

during exercise yielded the strongest relationships to cerebral and cognitive

measures.
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Figure 7.26: Peak Heartrate versus a) white matter hyperintensity volumes
and b) the Trail B timed test.

Peak heartrate correlated with both white matter hyperintensities (higher

heartrate yielding lower lesion volumes, F(1,21)=16.3,p<0.001, R2=.437)

and Trail B times (higher heartrates yielding shorter (better) times, F(1,21)=

12.6, p=0.002, R2=.375)), as seen in Figure 7.26.

Cerebral vessel blood velocity during exercise predicted both grey and white

matter volumes and cortical thickness. The correlations were significant in

all regions for which volumes were obtained except the hippocampus and

their R2 values were between 0.313 and 0.476. All p-values and R2 values
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are shown in Figure 7.27.

Figure 7.27: Cerebral blood velocity versus eTIV adjusted volumes for a)
Total GM, b) Cortical GM, c) Sub-cortical GM, d) Total WM, e) Amygdala
and f) cortical thickness.

7.6 Discussion

The impact of ageing was apparent in the cerebral measures collected. The

stability of blood gas changes during the workloads used for MRI, provided

in Chapter 6, indicate that changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF) during

exercise were not driven by changes in PCO2 and that group responses to
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exercise are not driven by differing changes in PCO2.

The older groups had lower gmCBF than the younger group, as expected

[6]. This lowering of gmCBF was accompanied by a decreased cerebral

volume seen in the white matter, cortical and sub-cortical grey matter, the

hippocampus and amygdala, as well as the increased white matter hyperin-

tensities and decreased connectivity as measured by fractional anisotropy.

Greater cortical thickness was also found in the YU group compared to both

the OU and OT groups. The deterioration of the structure of the brain

aligns with the lower cognitive scores seen in the MOCA and the Trail

making tests, which were less in the both older groups than the young

group.

The possible impacts of exercise on ageing were seen in the greater velocity

of CBF in the OT group than the OU group, with the OT group closer to

the YU CBF velocities and with significantly higher CBF velocities in the

OT group than the OU group. Cerebral velocities during exercise corre-

lated to cerebral volumes of grey and white matter, and suggest a possible

mechanism of cerebral atrophy. White matter hyperintensity cluster sizes

where greater in the OU group than YU group, but there were no signif-

icant differences between the OT and either OU or OT group. A greater

sample size would be needed to examine which group the OT resembled

more. The mean diffusivity was highest in the YU, followed by the OT,

with the OU having the lowest mean diffusivity.

During exercise, when peripheral oxygen demand is markedly increased,

the OU group did not show an increase in CBF, instead compensating by

increasing OEF. This effect is even more apparent during recovery, where

cardiac output has returned to normal and CBF has decreased to or below

baseline levels. The higher CBF velocities of the OT group (compared
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to the OU) may explain the lack of change in OEF in this group during

exercise, as they are able to achieve sufficient oxygen levels in the brain

from greater blood flow.

In context of the literature, a reduction in BOLD cerebrovascular reac-

tivity measurements has been observed in masters athletes relative to age

matched sedentary controls. This has been hypothesised to be an adaptive

response to high levels of CO2 exposure across the lifespan of these ath-

letes, dampening the cerebral vasodilation response to CO2 [26], though

current evidence for this mechanism is limited. While the present study

did not find lower gmCBF in the OT group than the OU, we also do not

expect CO2 driven vasodilation to be a major driver of gmCBF levels, as

CO2 levels remained stable during this mid-level exercise, as confirmed by

blood gases. Another study found middle aged endurance trained partici-

pants had greater cerebrovascular reactivity relative to sedentary healthy

controls [27], therefore the impact of exercise is not yet conclusive.

Exercise may not only slow brain atrophy, but induce the formation for new

blood vessels and neurons, though evidence of this is primarily in rodent

work. Angiogenesis has been proposed as an intermediary for exercise-

induced increases in cerebral blood volume (CBV) and neurogenesis [28].

In a rodent aerobic exercise intervention, Pereira et al. found increased

neurogenesis and CBV in the dentate gyrus (DG) of the hippocampus that

correlated with increases in VO2max after the intervention, as well as with

verbal recall. As cerebral angiogenesis has been associated with CBV [29],

Pereira et al. propose this as a possible mechanism. This is also supported

by other rodent work, which shows exercise inducing angiogenesis in the rat

frontoparietal cortex and striatum, motor cortex, [30, 31], cerebellum [32]

and the mouse hippocampus [33] (as reviewed in Stimpson, Davison, &

Javadi, 2018 [34]). Investigation of the cerebral angiogram and perfusion
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data acquired but not yet analysed in this study may provide further insight

into exercise induced angiogenesis and cerebral blood volume, though the

association of cerebral blood velocity to brain volumes is an early indicator

that an association may be found. In a training intervention study of older

adults (aerobic or toning and stretching exercises), no group differences

were found after the intervention in cortical thickness [35]. However, at

baseline aerobic fitness was associated with cortical thickness in the dorso-

lateral prefrontal cortex (dfPFC). This lab’s previous study found cortical

thickness associated with cardiorespiratory fitness in older adults [6], which

was not apparent in this study, though cortical thickness was associated

with cerebral vessel velocity during exercise.

Higher levels of physical activity were associated with greater global white

matter volumes in two larger studies (n = 331 and n = 673) [11, 12],

although three smaller studies did not report a significant association (n

= 52, n = 64 and n – 20) [36, 37, 38]. A meta-analysis of grey matter

volume shows a network of brain areas accounting for 82% of grey matter

is associated with physical activity [13]. Another review found the grey

matter regions associated with cardiorespiratory fitness to be relatively

consistent across studies of healthy older adults, and include prefrontal,

anterior cingulate, lateral parietal, and lateral temporal cortex [39]. In

this lab’s previous study, greater grey matter volume was associated with

cardiorespiratory fitness across the adult age range [6]. While grey mat-

ter and white matter volume in this thesis’ study was only found to be

significantly different as a factor of age, the increased white matter lesion

volume associated with lower maximum heart rate during exercise indicates

an association of cardiorespiratory fitness to cerebral volume quality.

As with other brain volume measures, the hippocampus was larger in the

young than older groups in this study, but not impacted by training. There
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has been considerable work investigating hippocampal volume in past stud-

ies. In rodent physical activity studies, the hippocampus is a region that

often comes into focus [40, 41], and is often explored as a large factor

in human neurodegeneration and cognitive decline [42, 43]. Several stud-

ies have looked at associations of hippocampal volume and structure with

cardiorespiratory fitness. Two studies show mediation of the relationship

between aerobic fitness and spatial memory [14, 15], with one also show-

ing an association with reductions in frequency of everyday forgetfulness.

Another study looked at tissue density in the hippocampus, and found

increased fitness was associated with increased density, which may bring

about the changes in volume [44]. In a training intervention study of older

adults hippocampus volume increases were associated with aerobic fitness

increases over time [16]. In the EXAGE study, a correlation between hip-

pocampal volume and cerebral vessel velocity in exercise was not found,

contrary to the other brain regions investigated. The strong evidence in

the literature suggest that further investigation could be done into this

data. The hippocampal volume could be segmented into its sub-regions to

examine possible differences in the distribution of volume.

In normal ageing, after reaching adulthood, FA decreases and MD increases

[45] with neuronal death inducing decreases in size of axonal tracts, and

loss of white matter integrity. In a study by Smith et al, greater levels

of physical activity were found to be associated with fractional anisotropy

(FA) in healthy older adults who did not possess the APOE-ε4 allele associ-

ated with greater Alzheimer’s disease (AD) risk [17]. Fitness appears to be

positively associated with white matter integrity across the literature, but

studies do not agree on the regions effected. Marks et al indicated that car-

diorespiratory fitness was positively associated with fractional anisotropy

in the middle and posterior segments of the cingulum bundle [46], which
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is an important tract connecting to the hippocampus and therefore cru-

cial in memory formation, and whose structural integrity has been found

to be associated with mild cognitive impairment in ageing [47]. Another

study showed correlation with fractional anisotropy measures in the body

and genu of the corpus callosum [35]. While the EXAGE study did not

find fitness related associations, the strongest associations of FA to age were

found in the cingulum, as found in Marks et al, and the inferior longitudinal

fasciculus (associated with visual processing and language comprehension).

An fMRI task based study on cardiovascular fitness found increased fitness

can affect improvements in the plasticity of the ageing human brain and

therefore cognitive function [48], and another shows that moderate levels

of exercise in mid- and late-life are associated with decreased risk of devel-

oping Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) [49]. However, a meta-regression

review of the effects of physical activity on cognition did not find a sig-

nificant relationship [50]. They propose that aerobic fitness may not be

sensitive enough predictor of cognitive ability, but a precursor to more di-

rect functions. While the cognitive measures in the EXAGE study did not

differentiate the OT from the OU, a faster Trail B Trail-Making score (the

more cognitively challenging of the two Trail-Making tests) was associated

with higher maximum heart rate during exercise.

While limited sample sizes of this study may have resulted in a lack of sig-

nificant differences in many measures, differences in cerebral blood velocity

indicate an impact of exercise that should be explored further. This study

controlled for age-related chronic diseases, and therefore the OU group was

healthier than many of their more sedentary peers. A further study could

investigate the imapact of age-related diseases on these same physiological

traits.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Summary of main findings

The work presented in this thesis applies a broad scope of modalities to

study the impact of lifelong high levels of physical activity in the context of

physiological ageing. This aimed to contribute to a greater understanding

of human physiological ageing using MRI methods that can be applied

non-invasively to an ageing population, and more uniquely, to quantify

physiological responses to supine exercise collected both outside and within

an MR scanner.

8.1.1 Methodological Developments

The work in this thesis established that the Ergospect Cardio-Step equip-

ment is tolerated in an older population of healthy, non-sedentary individ-

uals, who were able to complete VO2peak testing using the Cardio-Step.

It was possible to collect both cardiac and brain MR data during supine

exercise as described in Chapters 6 and 7. Blood gas results confirmed
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this supine exercise protocol did not induce changes in arterialised-venous

blood PCO2 at 50% VO2peak that in itself would alter cerebral blood flow.

The semi-automatic muscle segmentation method described in Chapter 4

was shown to be a useful tool to extract measures of muscle volumes from

wholebody mDIXON datasets without time consuming manual measures,

and within-muscle fat fraction of the calf and thigh was also measured.

Muscle volume measures from the semi-automatic method were shown to

provide good reliability compared to manual drawing of ROIs. They yielded

lower values compared to DEXA as the field of view examined was larger in

the DEXA (including the glutes) and lower compared to manual drawing

because of the removal of intermuscular fat, see Chapter 4 discussion.

8.1.2 Age related differences

Most of the end-point measurements presented in this thesis are age-driven,

with differences found between the young untrained (YU) and both the

older untrained (OU) and older trained (OT) groups. These age-related

differences are summarised in Figure 8.1, for both baseline measures and

measures collected during supine exercise. These results agree with existing

understanding of age-related changes in muscle, cardiac and cerebral mea-

sures. In the muscle, lower muscle strength with increasing age was found,

although in this group no difference in muscle volume was found. Intra

and extramuscular fat within the muscle volume contributes to the overall

muscle volume in the MRI derived volumes, therefore fat included within

the muscle with age could disguise the expected smaller muscle voxel in

older groups in the data. Alternatively, all of the older volunteers in this

thesis were non-frail, non-sedentary and healthy so it is possible age re-

lated sarcopenia had not fully manifested in the OT and OU populations.
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In support of this, older frail and chronic disease patients did present with

lower muscle volumes than the healthy volunteers studied in this thesis us-

ing the same imaging methodologies to determine muscle volume. Future

work should focus on mapping both subcutaneous and extramuscular adi-

pose tissues and subtracting these from the muscle mask to provide a more

accurate measure of true muscle volume.

For cardiac measures, peak heartrate during the VO2 test, aortic stroke

volume and stroke distance were all lower in the older trained and older

untrained groups. Aortic stroke volume however was higher in the older

OT and OU groups than the YU group during supine exercise, reflecting

differing mechanisms of increasing cardiac index in response to supine exer-

cise in older participants. The heartrate of all participants increased during

exercise, but for the YU group this was the primary driver of their increase

in cardiac output with no increase in stroke volume, whereas the older OT

and OU groups compensated for lower increases in heartrate with concur-

rent increases in stroke volume. Aortic backflow was also greater in older

groups at rest, without increased aortic stiffening, suggesting greater pe-

ripheral vasculature resistance in the older groups compared to the younger

group, which will be confirmed with the available blood pressure data.

In the brain measures, gmCBF at baseline and cerebral vessel velocity

at both baseline and during supine exercise were lower with age. As ex-

pected, white matter, cortical and subcortical grey matter, amygdala and

hippocampus volume, as well as cortical thickness were all lower in the

older groups than the young group. Modest correlations exist between

cerebral velocity during supine exercise and cortical and sub-cortical grey

matter, white matter and amygdala volume and cortical thickness, though

any correlation with hippocampus volume was weak and not significant.

This presents the possibility that cerebral vessel velocity is a predictor of
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brain volumes, as a mechanism by which exercise induces greater blood

flow to the brain and therefore greater oxygen, slowing cerebral atrophy by

slowing the neuronal death associated with restricted oxygen supply pro-

moting reactive oxygen species formation and calcium dyshomeostasis [1].

However, as no differences in overall gmCBF were found during exercise,

more work needs to be done in this area to address this phenomena with

larger participant groups and better cerebral PC-MRI data quality and

also the study of sedentary individuals. Structural connectivity measured

by fractional anisotropy was greater in the young than older groups, along

with the cognitive scores from the MOCA and Trail A tests. The cogni-

tive tests may have been impacted by post-exercise effects, and in future

study design should account for this an aim to conduct cognitive test before

exercise tasks.
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Figure 8.1: Main findings driven by age related differences between the
young untrained (YU) and both the older trained (OT) and older untrained
(OU) groups.

8.1.3 Training related differences

Some effects of a long term lifestyle of high physical activity were seen, as

summarised in Figure 8.2, where the OT group were more similar to the YU

group than the OU group. This lifestyle effect was exhibited in maintained

muscle quality during isokinetic contractions, higher VO2peaks, and greater

velocity of cerebral blood flow at rest. While not significant, balance and

motor unit firing rate variability would be important measures to collect
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in the future to explore the OT trend of better balance and greater motor

unit firing stability.

Figure 8.2: Main findings driven by training related differences comparing
the OU group with the OT group, and with the OT and YU groups.

8.1.4 Other group differences

Other findings of note that are not attributed to the effect of ageing (YU

vs OU and OT) or training (OT and YU vs OU) are provided in Figure

8.3. The older untrained (OU) had greater fat percentages within their

calf muscles than the young untrained (YU), but the older trained (OT)

were not different from either group. Aortic cardiac index was lower and

OEF was higher in the OU group than YU group. Increased brain OEF

appears to be a compensatory mechanism for reduced cerebral velocity in

the OU during exercise, and maintained during recovery despite cerebral

velocity returning to baseline. A greater sample size is needed to determine

if these effects are driven by age or training. The OT group also had lower

heartrates than the YU at 50% of VO2 peak while in the MR scanner,

driving their increase in cardiac index primarily from increase in stroke

volume. Mean diffusivity values were highest in the OT group, with values

for the YU group also higher than the OU group. This does not agree with

the literature understanding of increased mean diffusivity with age [2] and
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requires further investigation.

Figure 8.3: Findings driven by differences not primarily explained by age
or training.

8.2 Future work

Participant recruitment was impacted by COVID-19 restrictions, as high-

lighted at the start of this thesis. Increasing the number of participants in

the same OT, OU and YU groups explored in this thesis would allow for

greater understanding of the results presented in this thesis, particularly in

measures where data was excluded for poor quality due to within magnet

movement artifacts.

The semi-automatic leg muscle segmentation pipeline outlined in Chapter

4 will be expanded to generate masks of the subcutaneous adipose tissue

(SAT) and the extramuscular fat (EMAT). These measures are predicted to

increase with inactivity and age [3]. In addition the wholebody mDIXON

will be used to segment additional SAT and visceral adipose tissue (VAT).

Machine learning methods will be explored, improving the current methods

for skeletal muscle and using these semi-automatic and new SAT, EMAT

and VAT masks for high input of datasets in machine learning training

datasets to create a faster tool and more accurate assessments of adipose

tissue and muscle volumes. MRS measures of within muscle fibre could
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also be investigated.

The Cardio-Step equipment and protocols described in this thesis have been

adapted and employed in other concurrent studies including work in IBD

fatigue and individuals effected by acute COVID-19, and collaborative work

with Ergospect has contributed to further development of the Cardio-Step

for improved use in human volunteer exercise studies. This will be contin-

ued to be used in future studies investigating exercise induced changes in

healthy and patient populations.

In future for cardiac scan acquisitions during supine exercise, aortic Phase

Contrast MRI scans would be recommended over 2CH and 4CH long axis

cines that require breath holding during exercise which is difficult to achieve.

The cerebral Phase Contrast MRI scan can then be acquired multiple times

during exercise to allow robustness to be estimated, and data could also

be reacquired should the participant move out of the FOV during exercise.

The use of compressed sensing to shorten the PC-MRI acquisition time

and therefore image quality was tested in a subset of participants. Further

development of this scan could prove useful to provide more reliable data

capture.

The group has two Cardio-Step devices and their interchangeability needs

to be improved. Ergospect will service the Cardio-Step devices together

and test for interchangeability measures between the two systems. At this

time, the possibility of using the Cardio-Step to begin at lower workloads

should also be investigated by Ergospect. For this thesis work, the lowest

workload setting was 50 W. When no air resistance is applied the force

output reads at an average of 50 W at 70 bpm, with only slightly lower

workloads achievable by changing step frequency. Starting at a lower work-

load would expand the utility of the Cardio-Step to populations that would
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otherwise not be able to complete a VO2peak test where strong resistances

are quickly reached. Developmental work could also consider the impacts

of hyperventilation within a COSMED mask compared to within the scan-

ner. A decommissioned scanner is currently available and V O2peak testing

could be carried out within the scanner and be compared to outside the

scanner to investigate the impact of the semi-enclosed nature of the MRI

scanner on hyperventilation and V O2. The MR scans could then be taken

while wearing the COSMED mask (without any gas data collected) and

compared to without the mask, to see if the enclosed nature of the mask

also has an impact. A 50% test in the decommissioned scanner could also

be collected, to compared gas data to the incremental peak test, as well as

collecting a recovery period of gas data.

Some data collected in the EXAGE protocol was not analysed in the scope

of this thesis but will be analysed in the future. This includes measures

of thymus volume and fat fraction, which has been shown to have little

total volume change with age but greater fat infiltration, which results in

decreased functional (non-fat) volume and therefore lower immune function

[4]. The association of thymic function with physical activity was investi-

gated by Duggal et al. using the immune cell phenotypes of highly active

older adults, age-matched sedentary adults and young not highly active

adults [5]. The highly active group showed higher native T cells, recent

thymic emigrants and thymoprotective cytokines, and lower levels of the

cytokines that induce thymus atrophy. These results lead to the hypothesis

that high levels of physical activity could prevent this accumulation of fat

and preserve function.

A cerebral time-of-flight angiogram was collected at baseline, and brain

perfusion arterial spin labelling scans were collected at baseline, during

supine exercise and recovery. These will be analysed in future work to
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assess vascular integrity across groups, and regional perfusion changes dur-

ing supine exercise. In future, other measures could be explored such as a

cerebrovascular reactivity, consisting of a CO2 challenge where cerebrovas-

cular reactivity could be measured with ASL and blood oxygen level de-

pendent (BOLD) response during blocks of breathing normal air compared

to breathing air at greater CO2 partial pressure. Additionally, area of in-

terest could be expanded to include other organs, such as the liver, which

plays an essential role in maintaining blood glucose homeostasis and is neg-

atively impacted by the hepatic lipid accumulation associated with poor

cardiometabolic health, obesity and diabetes, which are in turn associated

with ageing.

Other studies that would provide additional insight include pharmacologi-

cal intervention and interventional studies. A pharmacological intervention

could include administering a non-selective beta-blocker in healthy young

participants to reduced cardiac output during exercise and investigate its

impact of cardiac function and blood flow and oxygenation in the brain. Al-

ternatively, a simple infusion of saline to increase the blood volume could

be used to investigate the impact of reduced blood volume in ageing on

cardiac output. Interventional studies, including exercise training over an

extended period, could also be considered, with measures taken pre and

post training intervention.
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